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, New Alcan Dam 
has cracks 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  kilometres south of spoke to engineers at the 
The Alcan Aluminum Co. Kitimat, which dates site about his fears, 
admitted Wednesday it back to 1952. Alcan said Nov. 18 that 
has confirmed the reports GATES MOVED the  company had called 
of a former employee This project involved in a welding inspector 
that seven cracked welds the building of the from Vancouver to 
have been found in the Kenney Dam, which has examine the welds and 
gates of the company's no spiliway. The only way his report, after a two- 
new $3.4 million dam on of discharging water day inspection, was that 
0otsa Lake reservoir, from the reservoir is at there were no structural 
Company spokesman the Skins Lake dam, defects in the dam gate. 
Brian Hemingway said located about midway This report was released 
earlier company along the reservoir, south to the press immediately. 
statements denying the of Burns Lake. But this week Alcan 
existence of the fauls Alcan decided to issued a second press 
were the result of an rebuild the Skins Lake release stating that the 
unfortunate mis- dam this year because it welding inspector's first 
interpretation, was not satisfied with the report was . "a 
Hemingway said one of condition of the concrete pre l iminary  veroaz 
the dam gates has "six in the old structure. The report by telephone." 
minor cracks averaging new dam was built about "Unfortunately this 
less than P/~ inches long .~0 feet from the old one message from the in- 
and one crack seven and the gates in the spector was interpreted 
inches long," but the original structure were by us as also meaning 
faults will not be moved to the new one. that  there existed no 
corrected until next year. The new concrete dam cracked welds." 
The allegation of is 55 feet high and 87 feet The Alcan statement 
cracked welds was made wide. Spillage from the says the welding in- 
Nov. 18 by a former project enters the spector believes "thai  
construction worker on Nechako River which is these minor failures 
the site, Phil Jones. tributary of the Fraser occurred at least 15 years 
This burned and uncompleted house on Humor Avenue was or- cleanly a condition as to be offensive to the community." The Jones, who at one time River. ago. 
dered demolished by Terrace council this week. After hearing owner has 60 days  from the time of the ruling to demolish the was a certified welder, "If the dam failed, it "He concludes that the 
reports from the district building inspector and fire marshall, building or the municipality will do so and bill the owner, wereSaid athe l astbelieved12 crackedthere waterC°Uld almeanthe waya walldown Ofto progressedCracks obviouslYinhave notthe 
council stated that the building was in "so dilapidated and un- welds in one of the gates Vancouver , "  Jones structural members and 
of the new Skins Lake claimed, it is felt that the ~t 
as a spillway, to tell the press about he sufficiently detr.imental 
The dam is part of suspect welds because he to the safety of the gate as 
• Moan's Kemano power "sensed reluctance and to-warrant immediate 
project, about 70 annoyance" when he attention. / h I A laska High way ia bone-shaking 
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said, the board itself will also seeking a series of McColl : stud the :~ stud. In addztmn, hea~,ly distorted ~uf ,~.  Nelson, is m excess of 500 
rule on whether it has the declarations that the government went to court Czech seasona l  condition~ featurcs, the report said. vehicles. 
jurisdiction to hear the labor board has no au- to quash the charges create periodic adverse "Trucks are driven It said the number of 
..' case. thority in the matter, because the labor board ' restr ict ive operating slowly over this section additional commercial 
He  said he will meet incli~dingarulingthat the originally scheduled only harrassed circumstances." and ~th  much care, in vehicles .-.ee,'.~d to haul 
Friday with board board' ,does not have a three-day hearing on But despite the adverse order to protect the cargo traffic, if it was swlt~hed 
chairman Paul Weiler to jurisdiction to rule the merit of the charges, conditions, the report and vchic!c suspension from the BCR's Furt 
set a date for the board's "wheth'er comments by a themselves, without a OTTAWA (CP) --  The ernment pressure on said truckers ' have system," it added. Nelson extension, would 
hearing into the issue, minister Of the Crown in specific timetable for federal government is Czech refugees who are "developed technical and " increase ...... the average 
INJUNCTION SOUGHT the pursuit of legislative arguing the board's ju- trying to work out an Canadian citizens, annua l  da . .y  traffic by 20 
The chargeswere laid aims are coercive, in - r i sd ic t ion in  the matter, agreement with the Prime Minister C T C  S]OUn*]~t~n/ '~ J .  J . J LL  ~y  k~J.Jl./~'~'~ to ~ per ccnt. to 6no 
by Local 1728 of the timidating or constitute "Now, the board has Czech government on Trudeau recently said vehicles. 
Association of Corn- an unfair labor practice." ordered ahearing into the dual citizenship to deal that any Czech pressure The report said fleets 
mercial and Technical Most of the comments jurisdiction issue on,y," with complaints of on Canadian citizens is OTTAWA (CP) - -  The CTC chairman Edgar woularequire an zddition 
Employees, formerly the involve Sta~ments that he said. harassment of Czech unacceptable. The Canadian t ransport  Benson, appearing before of 65 to 70 five.ax!c tr,,'~ 
. . . .  refugees in Canada, says government has raised commission (CTC) is the committee, said the units, equal to a 1977 capital investment of Fire in  'reclnc --e--on hote l  . Don Jamieson.ExternalAffairsMinister governme_nt.the issu  wi  the Czech sponsibilitiesSl°ughing oft' whenitS re-it decisionis under review, about $5 million. 
He says in a letter to In the amnesty says passenger t ains can COMMUNITIES SUF- It said additional 
Liberal MP Herb Gray legislation, the Czech be abandoned on some FERING mvnpower equiremonts would be about ~'15 to 200 
FREDERICTON (CP) by firemen using :an sent home. Two (-Windsor West) thatthe government  o f fe rec  routes because bus LesBenjamin (NDP-- persons ,  inc lud ing  
- -  Five firemen and one aerial bucket. :,:' Unicter~itied firemen government hopes, ia the refugees the option of service is adequate, ReginaLake Centre) said 
guest suffered minor Fire Chief Tom Powell were treated at the scene long term, to rea,ch a con- returning to that country, Alberta MP Don a number of Prairie drivers, mecha. "s, shop 
injuries and 175 persons said Chute had the for smoke inhalation and sular accord with Czech- renouncing Czech Mazankowski (PC-- communities "have been andnumbcrtermmalwhichlaborerS,representsa 
were evacuated when fire presence of mind to ke~p returned to duty. _ oslovakia to settle citizenship or applying Vegreville) said today, taken again" by the rail- about ~nethird @.~e~total 
broke out early today on his door closed, ~e-  Seven rooms and the questions about Czech for permanent residence MaT.ankowski said at a ways with their ~.p-' 
the seventh floor of the venting the interne heat corridor of the seventh- law applying to Canadian abroad by obtaining an meeting of the Commons plications to discontinue BCR manpoweF:,',~" now 
Lord Beaverbrook Hotel. and smoke from entering floor main wing were citizens in Canada. emigration permit Iransport committee the trucking service to some st.empl°yedjohn andbetwee~:"F°rtFoi't : lson. 
" The injured were all the room. damaged by heat and The letter, released by retroactive to the date CTC has no control over points. Unlike th'e~!,='~ex- 
re leased  fo l lowing smoke. There was some Gray today, said that they leftthecountry, the quality of service He said the government 
lreatment. • "If Mr. Chute had not water damage to the there is "nothing in in- There have been offered by bus lines, a~cepted their promises tension ~:hich?.rel~ents 
~l f i remen on duty in remained in his room sixth floor when water ternational law that reports that Czechs in He said the aban- to provide trucking a draw :m the:'~;o~ncial 
this New Brunswick with the door closed, the pipes:melted in the in- would help unequivocally Canada fear reprisals donment earlier this year service when they up- coffers, annual '  con- 
capitalwere sent to the situation could have been tense.heat, to sort out these mat- against friends and of Canadian National plied10 or15 years ago to tributions from the fuel 
hotel when the fire first very dangerous and our Hotel manager Percy ters." relatives in Railway's passenger end small railway freight tax on trucks would swell 
was reported. The last rescue operation much Reid said it was too early Gray replied that the Czechoslovakia if they service between Ed- shipments, and now the the provincial purse by a.t 
flames were extinguished more hazardous," PoweU to know the cause of the government should be refuse to co-operate with monton and North Bat- wriggleCTC is outlettingof theirthem $450,000,1east, anthe studyadditi°nalsaid: 
less than two hours later, said. fire or the extent of the prepared to take firm the amnesty regulations; tleford, Sask., has left the 
The 175 evacuated Chute was treated for damage, action, perhaps through object to requirements town of Lloydminster commitments. Notice to 
guests were taken to the smoke inhalation and " "The seventh floor will legislation, to  "prevent that they pay for their with only a "disgraceful" 
Fredericton Playhouse released, remain barred to guests intrusion of Czech law former schooling in bus service. Communities uch as subscribers 
until a l ternate ac- Deputy Chief Herbert and public until the fire into Canada." The MP Czechoslovakia; and Since the Greyhound the southern Saskat- 
comodations in various Hawkins injured his knee marshal has completed has been writing to complain that the Czech bus terminal there chewan village of Hazlet Effective lm- 
Jamieson on behalf of a government is de- burned down several are beinf~ left high and .nediately new hours 
parts of the city could be but was later able to his investigation," Reid Windsor esident ~0~lia~ rounding personal in- months ago, residents dry, forcing farmers and for Circulation are: 
found, return to duty. Firemen said. 9:0ea.m. to,12:00 noon, 
Allison Chute was Irvine Banks and Allen Meanwhile, other hotel been protestin~gCZe'.~h: formation they should not don't even know where to shopkeepers to go into . 
rescued from the window Speurrell were treated services resumed normal amnesty legimation., an~ have to reveal as catch the bus or buy neighboring towns to pick 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
^¢ h; . . . .  ~ ,nth f |nnr  room fu r  .gmoke inhalation and o~erations, alleged Czech 'go~' .  Canadian citizens, tickets, he said. up their supplies, he said. ONL,Y~! 
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B.C. Briefs 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Notice of appeal was filed 
Wednesday against a 
BColumbia Supreme 
Court decision upholding 
a rollback of Bumaby 
teachers' 1976 salaries. 
The appeal was filed by 
the B.C. Teachers Feder- 
ation, the Burnaby 
Teachers Association and 
Wayne MacCulloch. Chief 
Justice Nathan Nemetz 
ruled Nov. 21 that the 
rollback of salary in- 
creases to 9.5 per cent 
from 11.9 per  cent was 
made under a valid 
agreement between B.C. 
and Ottawa on federal 
anti-inflation guidelines• 
MAN CHARGED 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
William Donald Reid, 23, 
cha~ed with two counts 
of criminal negligence in 
the traffic deaths of two 
persons late Tuesday, 
was remanded to Dec. 7 
when he appeared .in 
provincial court Wed- 
nesday. Reid was 
charged following a two- 
vehicle accident in wnald 
Gone Townsend, 51, of 
North Vancouver, and 
Marion McKnight, 50, of 
New Westminster, were 
killed. 
BODY FOUND " 
KAMLOOPS, B.C, 
(CP) -- Police said today 
the body of a 19-yesr-old 
woman was found cut in 
two near a CP Raft line 
here. It appeared the 
woman was run over by a 
train during the night, 
police said. No name was 
released but the woman 
was believed to be from 
Alberta. 
CAMPBELL RIVER, 
B.C. (CP) - -The body of 
a fourmonth old boy has 
been found inside a 
fishing boat that capsized 
north of Campbell River 
Monday, killing his 
mother. 
The boy's grandfather 
is still missing, but four 
other people were 
rescued after the 55-foot 
Miss Joye capsized in a 
whirlpool in Seymour 
Narrows. All were from 
Port Hardy. 
The boat was towed to 
3?,ampbell River and 
~ghted Wednesday, and 
~oung Jason was found 
inside. His mother, 
BettyLou Lambert, 29, 
was earlier found 
drowned inside the boat. 
Festival 
Music 
The Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival has added 
another section this year, 
to make this festival even 
more  interesting. This 
years music festival is 
well underway and will 
take place in Terrace 
from April 17 - 28 1978. 
The president of the 
festival is Mrs. Irene 
S/•es.  adjudicators for 
the 1978 festival are as 
follows: 
Piano: Helen Sylvester, 
Vancouver. Alexandra 
Munn, Edmonton. 
Instrumental: Mr. Tudor 
Jones, Victoria. 
Vocan and Strings: Mrs. 
Roberta Stephen, 
Calgary 
Speech /trts: Dr. Leona 
Patterson, Calgary 
Dance: Mrs. Soonee Lee, 
Vancouver. 
The official syllabus is 
now available at Sight & 
Sound in Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert, the Terrace 
Public Library, Tlllicum 
Keyboards and the Photo 
Shoppe in Smithers. 
Entry closing date for all 
participants i February 
28, 1978. 
Briefs 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Richard Robert 
Mochinski, 20, of Van- 
couver, was charged 
Tuesday with attempted 
murder after a shooting 
incident last Fr iday 
outside a city nightclub. 
Mochinksi was also 
charged with wounding 
and possession of a 
dangerous weapon. 
Police said Mechinski, 
also known as Karl  
Henkel and William 
Gregory Poirier, was 
charged after a man was 
shot in the knee outside 
the club. James Bernard 
Howard, 31, is in satis- 
factory condition in 
hospital. 
Maxine Anderson, 21, 
was rescued by Canadian 
Forces scuba divers after 
she was trapped inside an 
airpocket in the boat for 
several hours. 
Mrs. Anderson's 
husband Fred, 33, Mrs. 
Lambert's husband 
Kenneth, 28, and Bruce 
Rafuse, 31, were rescued 
by another fishing boat. 
Still missing is Forest 
Lambert, 65. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
A marine search con- 
tinued today for a 54- 
year-old Nanaimo, B.C. 
man who was aboard a 
singleengine aircraft hat 
crashed late Wednesday 
in Georgia Strait, about 
19 kilometres outhwest 
of the Vancouver In- 
ternational Airport. 
A search and rescue 
spokesman said the flight 
log of the Cessna 172 
aircraft  has been re- 
covered from the 
wreckage and it showed 
that only one man was 
' aboard the plane headed 
from Vancouver to 
Nanaimo on Vancouver 
Island. 
His name was being 
withheld. 
The search and rescue 
spokesman said the pilot 
was able to radio a call 
for help before the crash. 
Three Canadian Coast 
guard vessels and several 
other ships were at the 
crash site during the 
hight but had recovered 
only pieces of wreckage. 
Two Canadian Forces 
rescue aircraft "from 
Comox, B.C. and a United 
States Coast Guard 
helicopter from Port 
Angeles, Wash. were 
forced to quit the search 
early this morning be- 
cause of had weather. 
What's happening 
in Terrace 
Bi-monthly meeting of the Beta-Omega Chapter of 
Sigma Phi, are held at 8:00 p.m. 1st and 3rd Tuesdays 
of every month. Anyone interested may call Anne 
Twidle at 635-4694. 
Rebecca Lodge - Meeting every 2nd and 4th Wed- 
nesday of the month. 8:00p.m. at various homes. 
B.P.O.E. Lodge - Regular Bingo - Wednesday at 
Elk's Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit - 3215 Eby Street. 
- Baby Clinic every Tuesday starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhill Baby Clinic every 2rid and 4th Friday at 
the Community Centre from 1:30 - 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics -Mon., Wed., Fri., from 3:00 - 4:00 
p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic- 3:00 p.m. every Mot. and Thurs. 
Terrace Art Association are having their Pre- 
Christmas Arts and Crafts Sale in the Library Art 
Room on December 3, 1977 from 5-7 p.m. and aiso on 
December 4, 1977 from 10 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. For more 
information please call Jane Petch at 638-1233. 
A Picture Loan will be held on December 6, 1977 in 
the library Arts Room starting at 8:00 p.m. 
Pilot killed 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A 
Canadian Forces pilot 
and navigator were killed 
early today when their 
CF-101 Voodoo jet 
crashed on take-off at 
Bagotville, Que., the 
defence department said 
today. 
Captains Robert 
Robichaud, 38, of 
Kedgewick, N.B. and 
James Borland, 30, of 
Ingersoll, Ont. died in- 
stantly in the crash at 
8:20 a.m. Both men are 
survived by their wives 
and two children. 
The department 
spokesman said there 
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will be a board of inquiry 
to determine cause of the 
crash. 
Bagotville is about 120 
miles north of Quebec 
City, 
Changes in assessment law IIOW nlai(e it 
possible for properly owners to accurately 
measure whether they tire fairly assessed• 
Your 1978 property Asscssnlent Notice, issued 
by the British Colulnbia Assesslnent Authority. 
is in Ihe mail and will be arrMng tit your door 
shorlly. An iuforlnatibn brochure xplaiuin~ the 
changes accompanies tile notice. 
When they an'eve, please fake time to read both 
carefully... 
Why changes in
assessment law? 
Assessmenls had become outdated, They had 
become illecluitablc interms of their actual value 
relalionships. Properties having identical 
market ~, alucs, ~,eu'c, assessed atwidely differing 
anlouiltS. This resulted in sonic OWIIOI'S paying 
more than lheir fair shure of taxes and others 
leSS. 
T,~. new law required production of the 1978 
:'assessment, l'ollbased on fixed percentages of 
actual ~aluc for each class of property. Tiffs 
tdL'~ls that he inequities will be removed, and 
tlJ[~each class of pro ~erty will be assessed on
tl~same basis. In all, it )rovides afairel •way 
~lCIIhare the cost ot'essential local services. 
What will happen to taxes? 
The assessment rollprovides the rate base 
used by n|unicipalilies, school boards and other 
Iocttl governments to raise the funds neccssary 
to provide ssential local services. 
The' costs of these, services detern|ine the 
overall an|ount required to be raised by IoeaJ/ 
i~l'operty laxes. 
i ~ , ! t "l'hc I)urposc of the clmnge in assessment la~,' 
is NOT to raise more taxes but to provkle afairer 
basis upon which to apportion the costs of 
cssc it ~1 local ser~ ices more etluitabl 3 between 
prollel'ly ov.'ners. 
SJllCe llssesslllelllS Lll'e ilOW directly related tO 
~,]ctual value, your assessed values ma$ be hight r 
ll)r lower than ill I~l'eviotts years, An inerease 
The Northwest Trappers Association is reminding people who tamper with 
traps found in the woods that they are in violation of provincial laws. The 
Wildlife Act states it is tmlawful to tamper wry any trap set or unset. All 
crown lands in this area are under tenure to trappers. 
or a decrease in your assessed values from those 
hl effect last year does not necessarily nlean 
that your property taxes will change significantly. 
Tax notices based on your new assessed values 
will be issued later in 1978. 
Is my 1978 assessment fair? 
As your assessment is now based on a fixed 
percentage of what your property isworth its 
fairness can be rheas,,red by actual value 
comparisons. 
The Assessor's e timate ofyour property's 
actual value (nlarket value)is hown on your 
1978 Assessment Notice. 
"l•he fairness of your assessment may be deter- 
t||it]ed by comparing the Assessor's e timate of
actual wdue of your property to your own 
estimate ofits current market value as well as 
by comparing it to the current market values 
of properties ofsimilar worth. 
The percentage of actual value at which each 
class of property will be assessed is:
I{esidential- 15o o (includes apartments, con- 
dominiunls, mobile homes, etc.)~ 
Business and Other-25°. (includes commer- 
cial, some iudustrial). 
Industrial, Utilities, Machinery and Equipluent. 
rorestry- 30" o. 
The Assessor and his staff will gk, e you every 
assistance n cessa 'yto properly check your 
LISSL~SSlll Ol1 t. 
l,Nhat appeal do I have? 
Your Assessor is prepared to provide you 
wilh a detailed exphmation f how your assess- 
InClll Wits deternlhled. 
Ir you are dissatisfied with the assessmetll and 
wish an independent review, aright ol' appea| is
available to vou. The )roccdure to complain is
sinlp e a ul i.~ fully explainecl on the reverse of 
your 1978 Assessulent Nofi/:e. The deadline for 
any written appeul is ]anuary 20. 1978. 
• l'ht new assessment method is t'ull~ explained 
in the brochure thal will accompany the I.ailin~ 
of your illdividual Assessment Notices, 
BRITISH COLUM~ESSMENT AUTHORITY 
KEN HOSKINS 
Phone: 847.9134 
Box 3383 
Smithers,  B.C. 
Ken invites inquiries 
about 
.TREE FARMER 
-KOEHRING BANTAM 
.BOMAG 
-LOED 
.HYDROX-AX 
.C.S. JOHNSON 
VULCAN 
MACHINERY& 
EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Cowart Road 
Prince George 
564-0101 
564-0230 
Look at your 
Assessment Notice... 
it's different 
this year! 
It now shows both 
the actual (market) 
value and the 
assessed value on 
which your 1978 taxes 
will be based. 
sK :urossmg ;Jte r iver  in s y,e 
+,,b 
' : , , .  
• "+ ( ,~  " 
-+mmm~ + . : : : : :2~ " 
~ . . . .  The lower: k~ alot of stairs to climb.' " 
JStory and photos by Juliet e Proom 
time for upgrading the 
system, particularly meantime, residents and between Usk has a 
because the old towers visitors are using the history of severe 
zre wooden. They have cable car to travel back flooding, bringing the 
)een replaced with steel and forth, water level high over the 
~wers. The ferry will be back banks and close to the 
: . . ' ,+  +' ~? '2 : ' * : , . , ;~  -- ::~ ;+:+~ ++'+~:+ 
~~+"" .~, - '~ ,+~'+"  " ' ~+'.~/++++..+~11-'+ .... .  :'.' . . . ~. - ++*~ 
,+,++++ ++++,.+,:~.~,.,, ,,, - . • , I  • +" ++ .:' • ~ ~ I  " , ' , ~ I m . . . ~  , . + "~ " +" ' . . . .  ,+.,+ • . .:,,,, ' . . : , , .++ . . . . . . .  + +,+, .  : . ;  ., +, . . . . :+ . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,.- + ~ • ~.p. '. +.+.p+:+ +~ : '~  
I . .~ : ,~ ~'~"C ' "  ~ '  ,~ . ; ,~ .m :~ +, ', '+ o+ " .',. '~ ' J  + ,+" : ,+ '  ,:,, +,,,~e. " "  . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  + , : '~  +'"+I t  " +.; .  ~ ~. " :+ I .  ++ 
- -  + - -  " " : d ~ ' ' "  ~ . . . .  ~ + : d'+++r "~ ' '  " N ' I  ' a ' l ' t ' ;  '~+'* ++'+'+" - "  ,~ ~+. • +,'"+',::~.,~. 
and Donna Vallieres bottom of the old car. However, some of the 
65 residents of the north 
The new cable ear and There will also be two in operation in April or side of Usk has expressed 
terry system for Usk will separate towers to May, depending on the concern over the new 
soon be ready to tran- nrovide the cable car weather, system and have 
sport passengers and back-up if the reaction The new cable car will petitioned the provincial 
cars over the river to the ferry breaks down or is hold six Passenger, the government o provide 
north side of the small . unsafe.to perate during, same capacityas the one ' other, se~ice.... . . .  ".-~'" 
com~ity , : : - :  .... .:: :~ !".~:.".: :i~tbe f l~)o~i : ' .~ :~!"  ::.+correntlY in use,:but:the./:~ +.~..!,:. ~'.+o(; the ..~i:~du ]t/~: 
A .~pokesman 'fox ++tlie '+ ' .The  f+ri;~,+C+~++ "i~Iied" +advanlA~e in  me new resioen'+s excep+ ' one 
Department of Highways out of the w~ter in system is that the cables signed the petition. 
said the old system was November because it are higher than the old The new towers are too 
still operationally safe, cannot ravel across the which will pace the cable tall, residents point out, 
but it was decided it was water in the winter car far above the water, with five flights of stairs 
months, but in the The river flowing to climb on one side of the 
river and three flights on 
the other. 
For old people, parents 
with young children and 
babies, and those 
carrying bWky supplies, 
manoevering the sta.irs 
could be a major 
problem. 
The stairs would also 
be a problem if an injured 
person on a stretcher had 
to be carried across. 
The new system was 
designed in Victoria, one 
resident pointed out, but 
"they forgot it was people 
going up and down mose 
stairs." 
Residents of Usk are 
grateful for the tran- 
sportation system that 
links them with this side 
of the river, but are 
asking for some sort of 
way to make it  eas ie r  on 
the people using the cable 
car. 
,) 
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Your heart works E 
harder when .= 
you're not in the ,~ 
game. Get fit 
and turn the ~ 
clock back. i~ 
,5 
• , ++.+, 
t 
This weekend, give her a rin  for or less. 
Whisper sweet nothings into 
her ear for practically nothing. 
Because B.C.TeI's long distance 
weekend rates let you dial direct 
(112) to most places in British 
Columbia* between 5 p.m. Friday 
and 5 p.m. Sunday for just 35¢ 
or less per minute (minimum 
charge 23¢ per call). 
So cuddle up on the phone 
this weekend. 
And engage in some 
sparkling ~ ~ i  
conversation. 
B.. TEL +'+:" 
• Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area. coin M. motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served by B.C, Tel, 
I 
,+! ,  + 
+ 'i+i+: 
k . '  ~ ,  ~"  .+"~ ++ ~,~ 
The ferry: waiting for sprin~. + 
, ; , ; **+.+. , , , ,%,=,=, , , , , ,% , . , . , . , .~ ,+. , ,% +,  + ~,  , . * .o , ,  ++,.,.+ . . . . .  , , . . , , , , , , , ,  , , . . . , , , , , , , . . . , . , ,  o . ,  , , , ,  , . , ,  , , , , , , , , y .+  
..& 
School District No, 88 + 
+ (TERRnCE) 
Applications are invited for the following teaching positions to iii! 
commence Janua.~y 3, 1978. iil 
1. Grade $ - 6 _ Background in a th le t i cs ,  especial ly basketball :+: 
would be an asset, ii! 
2. Grade 6 _Background in Art, Music, or Elementary iiil 
French would be an asset. ::.: 
3. Grade 6 - 7 --Sufficient knowledge to teach Elementary Band i~i 
desired. + 
4. Grade 6 - 7 -This is a new position, iiii 
Science_Biol0gical sciences, background preferred, i $. Jr .  Sac. 
:..'. 
Please forward applications wi th  supporting documents prompt ly  :ii~ ;.:. to: !!.:! 
Mr.  F. M. Hamilton ',i:i 
District Superintendent of Schools /." 
Box 460 
: Terrace,  B.C. V8G4B$ iili 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:;:~:~:~:~.::;:;:~:.:::~.::;:;:~:;:;:;:;:~:~:.i;:~:;:~:;:;:;:~:;:~:~:~:::~:::~:~:~:~:::~!~!~ 
/iii 
There's more  reat taste 
nn every Gala 
the naturally good wines 
from Casabello. 
The ~reat tastu of Gala Keg wines by Ca~lhullo 
are a n,ltural ('oml)lement to good dininghncl good times. 
N,~Zurally fermented and naturally agL, d, Gala Keg wines 
offt r y( u a smocHh Lastt you II find d( lightfully 
rewarding. 
I-a( h Gala Keg hokls a full 3.75 litr(:s, ecluivalent 
to) 5 holth~.~. And bec'ause no air is trap ~ud inside 
.- the unicluu )lactic liner your last Rlass 
" will t,l,~te aS good as the first, 
. . , ID IU I ,+~.  ~ 
i Introduc'e yourst~If and your friends 
to Gala Keg, fiw, tint, wines that naturally 
J reward  you with great taste, 
V Ancl more (>f it. 
v Available in Rich Red, 
Cellar Red Dry and Medium Dryt 
Cellar While and Sangria. 
ca abell0 
WINES LIMITED 
,!i 
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Who pays for 
abortions? 
B v Y  GARRY FAIRBAIRN ASHINGTON (CP)  - -  Despite five months of 
intensive ffort, Congress has been unable to resolve 
its battle over government funding of abortions. 
While low-income women in the U.S. turn to illeg~ 
abortionists and a f~d~billion appropriations bill 
remains unpaseed, the Senate and H6use of Represen- 
tatives are deadlocked in the controversy. 
The House, whose 435 members are facing re- 
election campaigns in 19/8, is stubbornly insisting that 
the bill re-affirm current law banning use of federal 
funds for abortions unless the woman's life is in 
danger from the pregnancy. Since August, the U.S. 
government has enforced that law, refusing to pay for 
abortions under medical programs for low-raceme 
persons. 
The Senate has voted with equal consistency and 
larger margins for provisions that would allow such 
abortions on additional grounds. Despite the larger 
margins and the fact only one-third of the 100 senators 
face 1978 elections, the Senate has been grudgingly 
yielding round in its efforts to reach a compromise. 
It began by proposing that abortions be funded in 
cases of rape, incest or possible "serious health 
damage." When the House rejected that as too loose, 
the Senate changed the last condition to "severe and 
long-lasting physical health damage." That too was 
rejected.  
REQUIRE REPORTS 
The latest Senate compromise proposal suggested 
that federally-funded abortions be allowed in cases of 
rape or incest hat has been reported to a police or 
health agency, a condition designed to deter 
fraudulent claims of rape or incest. That passed the 
Senate 44 to 21, but was rejected in two hours by the 
House, 205 to 183. 
~=q auwhile,,Jederat~,health.and weHare programs ve.,been hampered by the failure ..tcr pass: their 
due-' appropriations bill.- Although temporary: 
funding resolutions have been passed, severm 
programs have been curtailed and stateprograms 
have been affected by restraints on federal funding. 
Welfare workers went without pay for a time in New 
York, 612 persons were laid off in Texas and there was 
no money for programs for the aged in Idaho. 
More seriously, there have been reports that women 
prevented from getting federailyfunded abortions 
have turned to illegal abortionists and been injured. In 
one controversial case, pro-abortion groups say a 
Texas woman died because she was forced to go to an 
illegal abortionist. 
They predict that if the current restrictive law 
continues, deaths from illegal abortions will be far 
more than the four recorded in 1975, when laws were 
more relaxed. 
The anti-abortionists, however, point to government 
statistics howing 855,000 legal abortions - in their 
view, killings - in the United States in 1975. That year, 
there was one abortion for every four live births and 
total abortions were up 343 percent from 1970. 
President Carter and others upporting the House 
stand argue that the choice should be up to the states 
whether to fund abortions with their own money. Most 
observers ay that policy would lead to restricted 
abortions in the majority of states and geographic 
inequities. 
Another forcus of controversy isthe Supreme Court 
ruling that abortion is a "legal right" which cannot he 
denied but for which governments are not required to 
pa .  
~-o-abortiun groups attack that approach as 
morally contradictory, while their foes depict it as 
eminently reasonable and similar to allowing people 
to buy luxuries- but only with their own money. 
Whatever the result of the congressional struggle, 
the bitter abortion controversy iscertain to go on for 
many years, with vehement groups on each side ex- 
poiting the emotions of a divided public. 
,F7 Un~w~,  , ,e .  Jvnu~o.. 
'~qhon ere you gonna understand? We're not 
• ' je t - se t '  we're 'traln-set." 
Canadians convinced 
of energy shortage 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- MacNabb said in an in- houses, to reduce this 7.5 the commitments o all 
The biggest problem of terview. "And that's in per cent yearly increase, the oil sands. 
the energy crisis is addition to the new LOOK AHEAD In 1980 all automobiles 
convincing Canadians "Despite these savings, made in Canada must 
we must look ahead 10 average 24 miles a gallon 
they manage their af- and more years to in mixed city and high- 
fairs, there is going to be Canada's growing de- way driving, and 33 miles 
an energy shortage in 10 pendency on imported a gallon in 1985. 
years, G. M. MacNabb, oil," MacNabb said. "It's "But even with better 
federal deputy minister obvious that Saudi gas mileage for motor 
. Arabia, with the world's vehicles, better and more 
biggest oil reserves, is widespread use of in- 
going to play a bigger sulation for homes, and 
part in filling Canada's other conservation 
oil requirements. But we measures, we're still 
do not know how Saudi  goin[~ to have a con- 
Arabia, and  other tlnumg energy gap. 
Mideast oil producers, We're not going to be 
will react o our growing independent of imports," 
dependency on off im- he said. 
ports." 
energy projects now 
that no matter how well under way." 
The Pickering nuclear 
power station 20 miles 
east of Toronto produces 
more than two million 
of energy, mines and 
resources aid Tuesday. 
MacNabb was here to 
speak on Canada's 
energy strategy in a 
series of addresses on 
energy issues at Simon 
Fraser University. 
"We have about 10 
years lead time to bring 
into production the 
equivalent of between 
nine and 21 Syncrude tar 
sand developments, or 18 
to 42 Pickering (Ont.) 
nuclear power stations," 
kilowatts of electricity. 
• Consumption ofenergy 
in the western world has 
been increasing at 7.5 per 
cent a year for the past 
few years, which means 
consumption has been 
doubling every 10 years, 
MacNabb said. 
Canada nd some other 
• countries now are using 
less oil because of con- 
servation meassres, 
motor vehicles that go 
farther on a gallon of' 
~ asoline, and more and otter insulation of 
• • "But this three per cent 
MacNabb said is sil~nificant/' he added; 
Canada's oil supply is "It m equivalent o the 
limited even considering heating needs of half of 
the established reserves all the single-family 
of conventional oil and dwellings in Canada." 
• ~ '  ~ ~? :: .... ' 1  
,¢~ .: 
"'Your shot's improving ~ you shot the moose call:right out of his mouth. '" 
Competitive policy legislation 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Warren Allmand, federal 
minister of consumer and 
corporate affairs, said 
Tuesda~ he hopes to have 
Canada s new corn- 
petition policy legislated 
rote law by next May. 
Allmand, who in- 
the Commons  committee 
by Christmas. 
"But even if we get it 
through the House, it still 
has to face the Senate 
finance committee,  
where we seem to Iiave 
fewer supporters," he 
said. 
luncheon speech, that he 
federal government isnot 
opposed to greater 
concentration i  par, 
titular Canadian in- 
dustries. 
"On the contrary, the 
provisions relating to 
and 
troduced the revised bill 
for first reading in the 
Commons last week, told 
a seminar sponsored by 
the University of British 
Columbia's faculty, o! 
commerce and business 
administration he would 
like to have the bill before 
mer~ers 
Asked what op- spec|alization 
portunity there would be agreements would make 
for further represents- it possible for increased 
tions on the revised billi concentration to come 
Alimand said there likely about," he said. "We do 
not believe that 'big' is by 
itself necessarily good or 
bad. It depends on the 
circumstances of any 
ishing 
many roles in society, 
large membership and Fraser said. 
because, they tend to "What I am urging is 
involve!t~mselves more that whenissues come up 
in major: ~political ques- we should all take a hard 
look at what we believe 
needs to be done and can 
be done in our particular 
areas of activity. , 
"And if there is an~ 
structuring to be done, lc 
is done from the grass 
roots so that ideas can be 
developed and decisions 
taken where they be- 
would not be any changes 
in the basic principles of 
the law. 
Allmand said in' a 
Economies languishing 
WINNIPEG (CP) -  
World economies appear 
to be languishing under 
increasing government. 
control, H. Ronald ~ 
Fraser, chairman of 
Hudson Bay Mining and 
Smelting Co., Ltd., said 
Wednesday. 
Fraser told the Win- 
nipeg Rotary Club there 
are many institutions, 
such as bar societies and. 
medical councils, which 
still govern themselves 
on a democratic basis. 
But most of these 
bodies are under 
pressure from central 
gthovernments "tosubject 
em to external controls, 
regulate them or cir- 
cumscribe their vowers." 
Many professional 
bodies function as 
statistical, informational 
or educational groups. He 
said they seldom have 
any policy and, at most, 
"constitute a lobby 
reflecting common de- 
nominator views of their 
industry to the various 
branches of govern- 
ment." 
Fraser said groups 
such as chambers of 
commerce carry more 
clout because of their 
tions, 
However, the informal 
entente I~?jween i dustry 
and go¢4l'nment which 
marked the decades 
immediately after the 
Second World War 
"appears to have broken 
down and the world 
economies appear to be 
languishing under in. 
creasing bureaucratic 
control." 
A major problem, he 
said, is that "we have 
failed to develop in. 
stitutions through which 
the processes of 
democracy can operate 
in the type of economic 
society which we have 
developed." 
He referred to London 
during the last half of the 
17th century which had 
its own crafts and guilds 
that regulated trade, 
trained journeymen and 
dealt with qualification of 
workers and quality of 
products. 
"A citizen of that time 
accepted that he had 
long'where the ' 
knowledge is. and where 
the action is." 
Text of his speech was 
released prior to 
delivery. 
Footwear 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government 
today announced a three- 
year program to limit im- 
ports of footwear. The  
program is designed to 
protect jobs in domestic 
industry. 
Imports will be limited 
to approximately 32.5 
million pairs annually, 
the average of imports 
between 1974 and 1976, 
the department of in- 
given industry whether or 
not greater concentration 
offers the potential for 
significantly :increasing 
efficiency and increasing 
our international com- 
petRiveness." 
6REATER POTENTIAL 
He added, however, 
that industries which are 
highly concentrated also 
have a greater potential 
to engage in practices of 
monopolization that can 
be highly restrictive, to 
the detriment of the 
economy as a whole. 
Roy  M. Davidson, 
senior deputy director of 
the imreau of competition 
policy, told the seminar 
that the area of civil 
review of business 
practices has been 
eonsiderabl~" expanded in
the competition bill, and 
this •will become the 
principal responsibility of 
the competition board. 
The present Restrictive 
Trade Practices Com- 
mission will cease to 
exist. 
"The existing criminal 
provision is deleted and 
mergers are to be treated 
as a matter of civil law,!' 
he said. "The criteria are 
such that only a small 
minority of all mergers 
will ever be challenged 
by the advocate." 
limited 
dustry trade and com- 
merce said in a release. 
The new quotas for the 
next three years amount 
to about a one-third 
rollback from import 
levels in 19/7~saddepart- 
ment official . 
Finance Minister Jean 
Cbretien said in the 
release the government 
Will monitor prices to 
ensure the new limits on 
imported footwear do not 
drive up prices unduly. 
Civil war threat 
in fiction 
by RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa - Written in 1968, two years hefore,!he Oc- 
tober Crisis of the FLQ terror, Bruce Powe s Killing 
Ground" is now on the paperback book racks with an 
impact of undeclared war. 
The reprinting comes at a time of new c.risis when it 
no longer is unacceptable to spear ot .civil war 
erupting out of threatened Quebec separation. 
Nor is it now unspeakable tospecuiate - as many 
Canadians do - whether the federal government will 
use force, ff necessary, to hold Canada together. 
Bruce Powe wrote long before Rene Levesque's 
separatists came to powe r , but he writes in the context 
°ft°~weYak and indecisive~:::~s~e ~ v::~l13~?. ~ 
Ottawa. In Quebec, the m !t 
separation-bound government to revolutionsries-of- 
the-left. 
Reluctantly, Ottawa assigns a senior Army field 
officer to recruit and train an Airborn Anti-Terrorist 
Strike Force. 
But the separatists - a deadly combination of 
mutinous Quebec-based units of the Canadian A~. m.ed 
Forces, hot-headed provisional guenuas ann the 
provincial and Montreal police - move first. And 
swiftly, e 
They overrun the St. Hubert base of Mobil Com- 
mand, and to eliminate Ottawa's claim to any part of 
Montreal, send their guerilla and tenor squads into 
the streets and homes of the city's midtown and west 
end to sweep the English from the island. 
Still reluctantly, the dithering Ottawa government 
orders it special .Airborne Strike Force to secure 
Dorval Airport. 
The Strike Force commander, choppering in with 
his commandos, tells it like it was.., or, if the worst 
comes to the worst ... may he. 
"A  giant foot had kicked the anthill of Montreal. 
"I looked down through the haze at tiny cars bulging 
the highways like blocked blood vessels. In the rail 
yardslong lines of box cars burne¢i.: On. the apro~ of 
Dorval, several planes, one a Dig jet, sprawiea, 
broken-winged infernos of flame and greesy smoke. 
"We had arrived too late. 
,'A glance from the flight deck told me the story. 
The six-lane highway had solidified into the ultimate 
iraffic jam. The side streets and even lawns of homes 
were a mosaic of stranded abandoned cars. 
"Clusters of refugees at around campfires, in- 
deserted suburban yards. Others,' mostly with 
children, trudged along the blocked roadsides in 
wavering lines with suitcases, packs and youngsters 
on their shoulders, on the way to Dorval. 
"No trains were in sight, derailed coaches traddled 
the rails. 
"In the airport perking lots, the refugees were 
gathered in their thousands, crouching or prone by 
their cars. On the roof of the occupied terminal 
provinionals were prancing and running up and down 
firing into the crowd. My imagination heard their 
laughter." 
These are not complete quotes of entire excerpts, 
but a quick swimming of the action line. 
Down go the Airborne choppers, in charge the 
commandos from an underground level ~ me ter- 
minal, main,  fioor~,,:.-,, ~, . . . . . . . . .  , .... , 
,,:;In tl~ silence following the'short fire,fight with the 
provisionals, there was a rising sound, as if a I~igantic 
wind was sweeping through the shattered windows. 
"The floor was covered with people, stretched flat, 
toe-to-toe, head-to-head. They were all jammed 
together amid broken glass; strewn baggage and 
upturned furniture. 
"The wind-like sound was a long, low moan the rose 
in a mournful chorale. 
"There was a rip of machine gun fire and then 
silence. 
"You there. You solders, there,' came a voice. 
'Come on out with your hands up, or we let them have 
it. All of them."' 
This was the grizzly beginning ofthe canadian civil 
war. 
It continues for 286 chilling pages. ' " 
More in the next wo colums; but you'll have to get  
"Killing Ground" tolearn how it ends ... and :be 
prepared for surprise and shock. 
OAP payments 
$ 
rise 
WA (CP) -- The The increases are the 
basic old-age pension will 14th since the pensions 
rise to $153.44 monthly in were linked to increases_ 
January, an increase of in the cost of living and 
$3.01 over cheques now are provided by law. 
issued, the federal Old-age pensions are 
welfare _ department paid to all those 65 years 
announced Wednesday. or older--regardless of 
• Tile new monthly total income. 
for single persons Guaranteed income 
receiving both the old-age supplements are based on 
security pension and the need and the amount paid 
maximum guaranteed in. varies in accordance with 
come supplement will be income. 
~m61.06. The maximum spouse's 
For a married couple, allowance, paid to per- 
both pensioners, the sons between 60 and 65 
combination of the basic years cf age married to. 
pension and the max- old-ag~ security pen- 
imum supplement will sioners, will increase to 
mean cheques totalling $249 monthly, up from the 
$498 a month, present $244.12. 
Baby bonus 
increase 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Special allowances 
Family allowances or payable to foster parents, 
baby bonuses will rise to welfare agencies, . 
$25.68 starting in January government departments 
cneques, an increase of and institutions main- 
$1.79 for each child under tslning children also ~dll 
the age of 18, the welfare increase to $26.68 from 
department announced ~3.89~ 
Wednesday. 
However the amount 
may differ in Quebec and . The department said 
Alberta which vary the ~e government in 19/7 
rates payable according paid more than $173 
o the age or number of million in family allow- 
children in a family. But ances each month to 3.6 
payments in these two million families. The 
provinces must average cheques covered 7.2 
$25.68. million children. 
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Kamloops whips Vernon 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. and 104 at the end of the Wade Bradley and Norm Improper storage and use of 
Meyer scored singles. (CP) -- Mike Mesie and 
Clint Fehr scored three 
gKaoals each as their 
sloops Chiefs 
whipl~ed Vernon Vikings 
13-6 m the only British 
Columbia Junior Hockey 
League game Wed- 
nesday. 
Kamloops, fourth in the 
league's Interior Division 
with 18 points, led 6-2 at 
the end of the first period 
second. 
Vernon is tied with 
Revelstoke Bruins for 
last in the Interior, each 
with 10 points. Kamloops 
is 10 points behind third- 
place Kelowna 
Buckaroos. 
Other Kamloops 
scorers includ,Jd Glenn 
Merkesky with two goals 
while Jay Kozak, Murray 
Mathesun, Peter Dineen, 
Mike Winther "scored 
twice for Vernon, and 
brother Al added asingle. 
Scott Cousins had two and 
Daryl Halans had one. 
Vernon took nine of 15 
minor penalties, two 10- 
minute misconducts and 
a game misconduct. 
Each team drew two 
fighting majors. 
flammable iquids causes 3
per cent of Canada's fires. 
Use only non.flammable 
cleaners in washing. Store 
flammable liquids in a metal 
locker or approved safety 
containers and leave suffi. 
cient space for expansion f
the liquids for vaponrs. 
Make safety consciousness a 
part of your Lifestyle. 
. e  
in Quesnel, one for her beam exercises and one 
Women's world series slalom 
SANSICARIO, Italy 
(A~) -- Perrine Pelen 
came from behind with a 
fantastic second heat 
here today and.capped a 
French triumpn m me 
women's World Series 
giant slalom ski race, 
~lging team-mate Fa- 
bienne Sen'at. 
The French teen-age 
star was clocked in one 
minute 17.28 seconds over 
the icy 1,160-metre course 
in her second heat, 
jumping from third place 
after the first heat in 
1:20.85 to victory with her 
total of 2:38.13. 
Olympic gold medailist 
Kathy Kreiner of Tim- 
s ins,  Ont., finished fifth 
with a combined run of 
2:39.78. 
The race was marred 
by a protest from the 
ustrian team, which 
refused to run the second 
heat on grounds the 
course was too icy and 
morning, Vying to 
cancellation ofthe event, 
but 'they eventually 
competed in the first 
heat. 
Former World Cup 
champion Annemarie 
,~ . . . .  ~ 
2 _ _  
¢ 
Moser-Proell of Austria 
was clocked in 1:21.90 for 
seventh place, her team's 
best showing, after the 
opening run. 
SWISS ALSO RELUC- 
TANT 
The Austrians even- 
tually decided to let their 
competitors decide 
whether to compete or 
not, race organizers said, 
and only a handful 
started the second heat. 
The Swiss team also 
protested the conditions 
m 
of the traclc, but ma*de no first part of the race with 
formal step to halt the a time of 1:20.47. She 
race• slipped to sixth place in 
Serrat,second after the the final standings with 
first heat 'with 1:20.57, 2:40.18. 
remained second in the Claudia Giordania of 
standings with her total Italy came in third with a 
of 2:38.70 and a second total of 2:39.26, edging 
run of 1:18.13. American Abbi Fisher, 
The French triumph whose two-heat total was 
spoiled a U.S. medal bid 2:39.63. 
after the Americans had 
placed four skiers in the Maria Epple of West 
top 10 of the first heat. Germany placed seventh 
Beckey Dorsey led the in 2:40.60, followed by two 
field of competitors inthe more U.S. skiers. 
District of Terrace 
Notioo 
.. 1. Notice is hereby given that o Public Hearing will be held on proposed Land Use 
Contract By.law Project No. ADP.02.7619. The proposed contract is concerned with 
the following areas: 
(i) Lot !, Block 4, D.L. 3~0, R•5, C.D., Plan 3265 (Keith Avenue and Tstrault 
Street) 
• .2. The general intent of the proposed Land Use Contract between the District of 
Terrace and YOMO Management (formerly All West Glass) Is to allow for a muffler 
shop, a warehousing outlet, the cuffing, inste!latlon end sale of glass and related 
products, and the assembly a~4 sale of 01f~Whead.ck)ofs n the perth half of the.  
~)~3~,,Th~r4~lNl~l~lind UspContracVmay De viewed by env-linc~at! psr4~no requlrmg ~ 
more specific information, during regular business hours at the Municipal Hall• 
• .4. The Public Hearing will be hold in the Municipal Council Chambers on Monday, 
Oecmebar 12th, 1977, at 7:00 p.m. 
• .S. Any end all persons having an interest in the proposed Land Use Contract By. 
law Prelect No. ADP.02.7619 shall take notice and be goVerned accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
Terraoe Rotary 0lub Involvement 
in our 0ommunity 
• Kerr Rotary Park 
Old Timers Get  Together 
Student Citizen of the Year Award 
International Student Exchange 
Terrace Swimming Pool 
Sl0,000 Donation to Arena Fund 
Caledonia Awards Day Trophy 
Needy Groups 
Adventure in Citizenship 
Skeena Band 
Terrace Music Festival 
Student to Ottawa 
Kitsumkalum Cross Country Ski Trai ls  
I 
Beautifully finished 3 
bedroom home on large lot 
at 4726 Haillwell• Owner 
has left town end anxious to 
sell• Call F. Skldmore &'IS. 
S591 for further details. 
of" your family. 3 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
family room, 2 dining 
rooms, games room, patio, 
sundeck, carport. All 
tastefully decorated and 
landscaped. A good buy at 
$65,000. Call Frank 
Skldmoro at 635.S591 for 
A rural home tucked away 
in e private location in the 
Uplands I acre of land with 
storage sheds for boats, 
snowmobiles or camper. 
Comfortable Hying room, 4 
bedrooms in total end • 
largo kitchen. See If  on 
Realscope or call Frank 
Skidmnra at 435.Si91. 
schools to town. This 3 
bedroom family home 
features 3 bedroom rental 
suite and large lot. Priced 
to sell at $47,000. Phone for 
appointment o view B. 
Parnft (,15-4971. 
Ideal homo for the growing 
family. Large Carport, 
landscaped yard, 2 levels of 
living, 4 bedrooms plus 
wrap around sundock. 
Phone B. perfitt 435-4971 
for appointment to view. 
No description of the 
features of this property 
can truly illustrate this 
family homo. You must 
view it to appreciate the 
fine quality and work- 
manship that has gone into 
this home. Call us today 
and we can bring it to 
"'your" Iivlngroom *on 
"Reolscope'. Asking 
$63,500. Kelly Squires/45. 
7616. 
~meblo  mortgage at 
current rates, three 
bedrooms, storage area 
and convenient location as 
lust the beginningl This 
home is CMHC approved 
and listed at $37,500 call 
Kelly Squires today for 
your appointment to view. 
with over 1200 sq. ft. living 
area. Situated on 10x20Q 
let• Requires some 
finishing work inside to 
make it into • spacious 
family home. Asking only 
S20,000. For furthur details 
call H• Godlinski 5354~, 
Exclusive with our agency. 
Lovely 4 bedroom home In 
central area of town. Over 
lS00 sq. ft. of living area, 
full basement, large lot 
with insulated end heated 
workshop. Priced at only 
$49,500. Call H. Godlinski 
at 435.5397. 
Family home close to 
schools with 3 bedrooms, 
2 acres of land in the 
Gossan Creek area with a 
nice full basement house. 2 
bedrooms plus • spare. 
Rec room. Workshop. 
Animal shelter. CouM be 
for you. Barb Parflff 435. 
4971. 
high school, Just thru 
blocks from downtown and 
over 2000 sq. ft. of family 
living. Complicated with 
three bedrooms on the 
main floor and a fourth in 
the basement. This 
extra largo living room, spacious home mum be 
fireplaces !1S0 oq. ft, plus,~ vklwed.,call,va:$nday:for 
finished basement. For an your ..... .oppelntmmt.=*' ~. 
appointment-to view this ' "RenlsCop4"Cntlbt4Vtblhl| 
modern, 2 year old house, beautiful homo to youl 
call H. Godllnski (AS.5397. Kelly Squires 435.741i. 
17th_.ANNUAL ROTARY 
/ 
FR IDA ¥ and  SAT  URDA Y 
m; . ; f  
DECEMBER 2nd & 3rd 
.19 
CABLE CHANNEL 10 • Fridc y 8 p.m.-1 a.m. 
Saturday 6 p.m.-1 a.m. 
CFTK RADIO • •Friday following Hockey 
Saturday aim evening 
6 phone l ines  
ONE NUMBER 
l | m | | | | | m | n o m | m u n n | | | | i | | n | | !  
• Rotar,/Auotion Ruin 
1. I tems w i l l  be auctioned in numer ica l  sequence, 
2. For Items with a retai l  value LESS then $2S.00 
the minimum lumps to be SO cents. 
3. For items with a retai l  value MORE than S2S.00 
the minimum lumps to be $1.00. 
4. Wherever possible, del ivery of goods wi l l  be 
made on the evening of purchase. 
e ~  ' ' ' mm ~ mm eme ~ mm u mm mm m mm w~ am u ~ n m m  maim mm i i i u ~ me i 
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The Herald reserves the CLASSIF IED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
approprlste headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain sny answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertlsement as publlshed 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
, correct Insertion for the 
• portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or placeof origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requlrement,<Jor-', the. ,work 
Involved. . 
Ameetingof the Rape Relief Nutrition classes willbeheld Wanted, full or part-time GARAGE SALE: 4819 MISC.: 1971 GMC 1/2 ton 
and Abortion Counselling Nov. 9.16.23-30th in the St. distributors of Suna Su Homer December 3 at 9:00 Truck, good condition. V8,4 
Committee will be held on Matthews Anglican Church nutritional supplements, a.m. Misc. Items, Desk, ~/4 Speed, radio, canopy. T.V. 
LOCAL ONLY: Saturday December 3 at 2 basement starting at 7:00 to Sell natural vitamin bed, Air shocks, Frldge stand $5. Interested parties 
20 words or less $2.00 per p.m. at Northwest Corn- 9. Everyone is welcome that mineral - herb and Hi smoker. (pl.2) only. Phone 635-5979 (c6.7) furnished.3 bedroom trailers200 permaJ°rltYmonth 
insertion, over 20 words S reunify College. All in- is Interested in learning how Protein products with a 
cents per word. terested persons are to prepare good nutritious money back guarantee. StumpadforaChrlstmasglff FOR SALE: Toyota gas" plus trailer space rental. 
3 or more consecutive In• welcome to attend. M. main rouse meals with out Excellent earning potential, phone 635.2122 for a book on model fork lift roll cage Contact Maurice Bolduc at 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. Bostock 635-7558. using meat, plus how to For free informatlon, please the local area written by extended forks In excellent 635.2947 in Thornhill (p13-4) 
make different breads and write No. 106, 390024th Ave John Glen Sr. "Where the condition. Only 540 hours. 
REFUNDS: There will be a meeting to salads. Vernon, B.C. (c2-3 C2.7) Rivers Meet." An amusing Capacity 1 ton. Phone 635- 
First insertion charged for help Terrace to organize for There is a registration fee story of the Bulkley Valley. 7706 after 5 p.m. (P2-2) 
whether run or not. the B.C. Northern Wlnter of $15.00. (nc4) Northwestern B.C. Office (p5.6) 
Absolutely no refunds after Games which will be held in Equipment Co. requires two 1 bedroom 
ad has been set. PrlnceGeorge. Themeeting • Baby Clinic every Tuesday service men for their FOR SALE: Fire screen - FOR RENT: 
will be held in the Terrace starting at 1:30 p.m. copying division, in- $15. Air pistol .'$25. Steam duplex suite, furnished, in 
CORRECTIONS: Arena Senior Citizens Room •Thornhlll Baby CIInlcevery dividuals must be self Iron - $5. Clock radio - $7. town. Phone 635.5464. (P3-3) 
Must be made before 2nd on Wednesday, December 2rid and 4th Friday at the motivated and able to meet, Electric saw . $15. Record 
Insertion. 7th at 8:00 p.m. Community Centrefrom 1:30 the public. Some electronic player • $15. Phone 635.5407. Now buying Fine Arts and 2 bedroom apt. for rent with 
Allowance can be made for All persons or groups 4:00 p.m. background or mechanical (pl-2) Indian Antiquities. frldge and stove, oll heat, • Write to: free laundry facilities. No 
only one Incorrect ad. wishing to participate In any .Adult Clinics• Men. Wed. & apptltude very helpful. Mrs. L. MacDonald pets. Sl39 per month. 3145 
of the 37 sports or activities Fri., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. Training course Is provided FOR SALE: C.B. Racllo, 23 11577 - 149 Street River Drive. Phone 635.6445 
BOX NUMBERS: areaskedtoattend. As"The .V.D. Cllnlc-3:00p.m.every plus on the job follow up 
75 cents pick up. Games" will be held In early Men. & Thurs. training. Good salary, channel single sldeband base Edmonton, Alberta (ctf)(cS-4) 
$1.25 mailed. February, attendance at the commission on supply sales, or mobile Phone 635.7679 TSM lW9 
meeting Is Imperative. Potential of $15,000 to $25,000 after 6 p.m. (p3.w,th,f) (ctf.PL.D18) FOR RENT: Two bedroom duplex with frldge and stove 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: The Regional Director for annual income. Apply in : available January 1, 1978. 
Rates available upon "The Games" wlll be comlng wr i t ing  tO 
request, from Kitlmat for this Box 1169, Terrace Daily ~kdrlk~,k~tlr~r~k*dr*~-*~r~k~'k'klktk~'*~ Working couple preferred ANTIQUES ANTIQUES and no pets  please. Location meeting. Herald, 3212 Kalum, m at 3310A Sparks St. Phone 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED PATS KNITS Terrace, B.C. (c3.2) ~ 635.5091 (p3-2) 
RATE: There will bee Christmas ANTIQUES 22 cents per agate line. tree sale Dec. 9th, lOfh, 16th Knitting Machine Sales ~ ' m FOR RENT: Suite for rent, 3 
Minimum charge $5.00 per and17th at the co-op parking Lessons - Patterns - Ac- ~ bedrooms, wall to wall 
insertion, let and next to the Bank of cessories Just arrived at Queensway Trading 3215 Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 carpet. Phone 635.7304. Ic3. 
Commerce. They will be $3, t( Ka lum. A large selection of qual i ty .  ~ ~) 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND $5 and $7. You can call in (cff4mo-18n) -,- 
TRANSIENT AD- orders for trees at 635-4060. GODEN RULE FOR SALE: Yamaha Piano ~ - Antique Furniture ~ - 
VERTISING: - -  - -  Odd jobs for the jobless, and bench, quality model, in ~ - Brass & Copperware ; I 
new condition with built in .~ - Clocks 4( Hd]0LL $5.60 per column inch. NOTICE Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum Dampp-Chaser. Boys Bauer ~ . Tools I 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: (ctf) Skates size 1, nearly new. ~ - Stereos ¢ i REAL ESTATE 
CCM bicycle Swinger model, 
N.00 per line per month. Discussion & lecture open to CERAMICSBY PEARL Ix~ys or girls, Electrolux 4( - Radios ~ J SERVICES 
On a 4 month basis only. all persons on "Women & Workshop. Call 635.3854 for .~ - Knick Knacks 
DEADLINE Unions" with Astrid further Information. polisher-shampooer. 635- ~( - a Tracks  ~ | A.J. McCOLL  
DavldsonThur. Dec. 1, 1977 7 (:if.feb14-78) 5024. (p3.3) ~ -Cassef fes -IK I (Notary  Public) 
p.m. - 10 p.m. Northwest FOR SALE: 30 gal. .I( - And Much More i 635-6131 
DISPLAY: Community College Room ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. aquarlum with Blozonlc ~ Come in and Browse 13239-A KALUM ST 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 202. For information please Electrical and Refrigeration filter, 2 bulb light cover, ~ Use your Chargex - Master Charge 
publication day. call Community Education contract, heater, assorted fish and ~:  i:'! . . . . . . . .  
CLASSIFIED: Services 635-4931. House airing, stand. Reasonably priced at ~ A smal l  deposit w i l l  hold anyth ing t it  Xmas'  ~ J ~ J  
(ctf) 635.5876 ~ . 1:00 p.m. day prior to There will be a meeting of $120. Phone 635.6802. (cS-2) ~ We Buy, Sell, Trade & Deliver. 
publication day. the Planned Parenthood .~ Phone 638.1613 • *~ " ~ ~ 
service charge of $5.00 on all AssociatiOns:00 p.m. in theNOVemberbasement30 atof ~ Decorations"FOR SALE: unlque"XmaSand ~ Open Six days a week 9:30 t i l  6:00 Fr idays ~ ~,~ i,  ~ .... ~ ~.~ ~ ~,~i ' ** :~ l  
N.S.F. cheques, the Public Library. Anyone unusual X.mas decorations ~ til 9:00. ~( 
WEDDING DESCRIP- Interested welcome to at. babbles, holly berries, paper ******************************  tend. mache, animals, and much ~ : . : . :  This excellent 1200 sq. ft. 
TIONS: ~ ~ more. Wlnterland General ::;.'::;:::::;:::::: .'::::::::::;:::;:::::':::: family home on nicely 
No charge provided news " ~ ~  treed corner lot located 
submlfletlwtJh'ln one month. : MILLSMEMORIAL Lost Hub cap for Cougar Store. 3210 Kalum St., 
THRIFT SHOP 1975. Between Skeena High Terrace, (c5-2) ~ near several schools, 3 
$5.00 production charge for Mills Memorial Hospital and Co-op. Phone 635-7485 ~ ~  bedrooms and ensulte 
plumbing. Full un- 
wedding and-or engagement Auxiliary would appreciate 4911 Scott. (cl-2) developed basement. 
pictures. News of weddings any donations of good, clean CLEARANCE SALE Extra large carport with 
(write-ups] received one clothing, any household 
month or more after event items, toys etc. for their OF ~aved entrance. 
Aluminum siding and $10.00 charge, with or THRIFT SHOP. EXPERIENCEDCARS l~T l~q]~q j l .~  
without picture. Subject o For pickup service phone B ~ D ] I ~ G  ~U~JL41~al l~  double windows. Make an 
condensation. Payable In 635-5320or 635-5233, or leave 1966 Buick Sedan sppolntment to view. 
advance, donations at the Thrift shop  RECEPTIONIST 1969 Falrlane Stn. Wgn. Z bedroom partially fur- 
on Lazelle Avenue on 1972 Torlno Stn. Wgn. 0orreetion in nished 12x56 mobile home 
Saturdays between 11:00 1973 Pont 2 Dr. H.T.. in very private location, CLASSIFIED AN- We desire a pleasant full 
NOUNCEMENTS: a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank timeemployee with typing 1974 Ford 2 Dr. H.T. 
you. (nc) skills and general office 1975 Ford =/, Ton P -Up  Wednesday . . ve_ . . .no  ad rt i l i  f Including fenced yard, of secluded trailer park. 
Births 5.50 experience. We offer 1973 Ford 3/4 Ton P-Up ' Owner anxious to sell ~nd 
Engagements 5.50 PARENTS IN CRISIS competitive salary, good 1974 GMC ~/4 Ton P.Up Is asking only $7,500. This 
N~rrlages 5.50 Are you making your own benefits, end ad- 19731974 DatsunDatsun St .B210Wgn. SALE ITEM 0ANOELLEB worth looking into. 
Deaths 5.50 life and your children's vancement opportunity, l l J~. , . i  t.', ........ I
Funerals 5.50 misera ble? findD° yoult hardC°n'to Please reply In writing 19741975 CheveleDodge CoronetMst Ibou 1 ~ ' ~ ] l "  '~
Cardsof Thanks 5.50 stantly yell at your children, with complete details In 1975 Torino 4 Door STRIPP ING ............. 
Memorial Notices 5.50 or hit them, or full confidence to: E V 
control your angry feelings 1970 Chev 4 Door X 
PHONE 635.6357 toward them? C.R. Shepherd, C.A. 1963 Ford Camper Van 
Classified Advertising Dept. P.,.C.'s goal is to help you Carlyle Shepherd & CO. 1969 Merc Stn. Won. K ~~i [= ' "~J i= '  
become the loving con- Chartered Accountants 1975 LoadeU Suburbe. uO per finial ft. 
structlve parent you really 4548 Lakelse Avenue 1972 Ford 3/4 Ton 4x4 
This very well kept 3 I 
bedroom full basement I 
There Is a Christmas Bake want to be. Terrace, B.C. 1970 Torlno Sedan home Is located In quiet I
and Craft sale at Co.op All Inquires absolutely 1973 Chev 2 Dr. H.T. resldentlalareawlthpaved I 
Shopping center Dec. 17th confidential. 1965 Ford ',. ,.U, nen laoement  i tem streets. Property fenced, 
(Saturday) from 10-6 p.m., Phone Maryor John 635.4419 HELP WANTED: Jour- 10x50 Ft. Mobile Home ""  r ' "  - and nicely landscaped. J 
featuring many bake goods, Jane 638-8302. noyman Heavy Duty 81/2 Ft. Camper Storage workshop on I 
breads, canning, quilts, Mechanic required for 131/2 Ft. Travel Trailer 
Propane Company, 22 Ft. River Boat  0ELUFIBRE property reasonable asking, 
weaving,work, Ch lstmasPlll°WS'stocklngsmetal Skeena District Girl Guides specializing In propane Small Boat Troller price of $48,000. ] 
would like to announce the carboratlon Installation and = 
and wreaths and many opening eta  Land Ranger maintenance of company To Be Sold . . . .  o .  ,0 INSULATIOH . . . . . . . .  
more. Company in the Thornhlll delivery fleet. Propane Offers Will Be Con. A~ i~l~ • iI li~ 
area. Girls between the ages carboratlon experience an sldered. ~ ~ ,-'11 ~ " ' ]  
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary of 14 and 16 who are in- asset. Contact Cegas i I I  ~ ~ ' r ~  
School concert band Is terestedpleasecal163S-3061 Product Ltd., Calgary CopperMtn.Ent. Ltd. - -~  h h  
sponsoring a Bingo Thurs. or 638-1269 (ctf) Alberto, 403•207•1951. (c5 .2 )  3026Hwy. 16 East a t  q t i V V  por 30 lb. Bag 
Dec. 1 at e p.m. In the Terrace Vendor has reduced asklr 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary School Library. Admission [ ) ,~o~: )4me,  otm.o4m,  o4m.c)~mPogm~)4md> 635•4373DL0060SA :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: price to $36,000 for this 3 
, bedroom full basement 
Is $2.00 which Includes the :" '~i home located near curling 
first Bingo card and 10 cents 
for each additional card per ULUUKP~'''" rink. Large fenced yard I 
game. Prizes galore, with good garden area. OarrJers for Basement area presently A rented :,s bachelor quar- 
THE TERRACE ART As low as $200.00 you can bb~ a 14' wide ters. 
ASSOCIATION Is sponsoring ~ 
Herald a pre.Chrlstmassaleoferts .oblieheme.furnlshed.setupandrdellver.. Daily for something and crafts on Dec. 3 from 5 ~ larger but havlng problems 
p.m. - 7 p.m. and on Dec. 4 from 10a.m. 5 p.m. In the HURRY! ~'~ selllng your smaller home. • "~ We have vendor with large 
Terrace Library Arts Room. renuired,,ll " " ~,\ family home on rural lot. 
; Phone Mr .  George  - co l lec t  434.9175 He might be interested In 
THE TERRACE LITTLE I trading down to right THEATRE Is presenting e tk)gl~¢)4mm.o~o,Jm, o.am, o~o4mPo41m~),m~o4 • ; p a r t y  
Christmas program for immediately i n  
children and families, , " . . . .  " "~. . i ;  
featuring the Three Little ::.-::::::::::.:.:::::::.::::::•::.-::::::::::::::::•:•:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::•:::•:•:::::•:::::•: ': 
Pigs,  Santo C laus  and  mus lc  Used (3 fo Sale I TERHOE and on the fternoons of Dec. 10
and 11th In the Little Theatre B .~S ~ . ,... 
Building on Kalum. Please i~  f ~ i ~  ' "  
pick up the 50c tickets at 1976HONDACIVIC Radio, Sunroof,4SlXl. 
McColls Real Estate ,  after 1975MONTEGO P.S.,P.B. Auto THORNHILL areas. ida by side duplex both 
Dec. 1, to reserve a space. 1974METEORRIDEAUS00 P.S.,P.B.,Auto .: sldeswlth full basement. 3 
1974 AUDI FOX Front-wheel drive, 4 Slxl..'..'. bedrooms on upper floor. 
A committee of local people 1973 NOVA HATCHBACK 3 Spd., V0, Standard .: ~ Hardwood floors 
Interested In building a ,97, PINTO 3Dr.,Auto, Tape.radio : Extra __  . _o_"Arn inn  ~ throughout. One side 4c, v.o, s..oo.o.  .m. .  
programs, day care, the 1974 FORD ¥4 TON 360,4Spd. Building well constructed 
child-mlndlngcentre, an arts 1973 FORD CREW CAB 360, 4 Spd., Steel Box, ": and In good condition. 
faclland craftsltles areafor andinterestedother Trailer-hook up..:ii PHONE Asking price of $49,500. 
groups, are meeting on Dec. Vl EW AT 3103 blakeburn st. ii Night Phones 
7, at 7:30 p.m. In the Daycore OR PHONE MIKE AT 635.6567 
Centre un Park Ave. toform OR ,, 635 6367 Bonnie Shaw 635-697C a society. Any Interested 635.4720 :: i 
persons welcome. Jane DEALERNO.01603A Bud McCol1635.2662 
Pitch 638.1233.  .`...........~.`...;.~......................................;.;......................~.;.;..............~.:..~.~.;.: i 
Published et Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
i Monday to Friday, at- 
: ~ernoons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RAT ES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  ruth 3,00 
By Carr ier  year  36,00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12,00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40,00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VEG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Eckanker presents a film 
and public lecture Sunday, 
December 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Held at 5112 Graham. For 
further Information call 635- 
6479 Glen Shepherd (area 
rep.) 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric. 
"'The Terrace Art 
Association Is holding a 
"picture loan" Otl December 
6th, at 8 p.m. In the Terrace 
library arts room. Paintings 
should be returned at 7:30 
p.m. so they can be put on 
display for selection. The 200 
original paintings will be 
available for selection at S 
p.m. Everyone welcome... 
Thank you. 
66rally located. Fully Iurnished. Reas0nableJ 
ates by day or week. Non.| 
:lnkers only. Phone 635.J 
11. (ctf) / 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroorr 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603 Scoff. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
town. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iockui 
and patrol. 
635.5224 
(ctf) 
~OR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex suite for rent on 
Queansway. $1~0 per month. 
Heat Included. Phone 635- 
2031. (c3-2) 
KALUM GAI~DENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.0 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctt) 
01inton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnlslled 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
¢,nterphone. Sauna. 
635-3941 
630.1032 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex. 5 minute walk to all 
shopping cenfres, stove & 
frlge. Immediate oc. 
cupancy. References 
required. Phone 635.283.4. 
• (p5-3) . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  
FOR SALE: In Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, I level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private ~/= acre dead end st 
sp l i t  level cedar pall 
crossing creek. Large re: 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c-' 
5'x10' pool tabeh Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635. 
4350. ( P10-4] 
GIVE ONE FOlt  
CHRISTMAS 
The tuatara is the only 
living representative of a 
once widespread group of 
beak-headed reptiles. 
wall to wail carpeting, u -. 
~/~ baths, laundry area and 
attached carport. For 
viewing phone Bert 
I I t~}¢~ ~. ~..':!, i, ,~  ~ . 
4926 Scott Avenue has 3 
nice bedrooms on the main 
floor, with ensulte off the 
master bedroom. White 
brick fireplace In living 
room. Living room, dining 
room, hallway and 
bedrooms all attractively 
carpeted. The basement Is 
all finished with 2 carpeted 
bedrooms, 3 piece 
bathroom, large rumpus 
room, a dry storage room, 
cold storage cupboard, 
workshop-laundry room. 
Landscaped, fenced yard 
with great garden. ML 
, ilstlnp, at $49:3,~. Give Bob 
2001 IS PAST HISTORY 
The Chinese lunar 
calendar preceded the 
Gregorian calendar by 
4,280 years--the Grego- 
NOTICE 
Rambler 1965, beSt otter. SEALED TENDERS, Money available for 1st, 2nd, ,Jan4375 yearon that1977calendar.iS the year 
Motor in good condition, marked New Gas Fired 3rd 
Phone 635.4738 after 5 p.m. Furnaces for Skeenavlew DRIVERS INCREASE 
(c3-2) Lodge Occupational MORTGAGES There were more than 
Therapy Building, 4011 61 million female 
1971MazclaplckupS850. 1971 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. no bonus, open aflractlve motorists Jn the U.S. 
Datsun pickup $850. 1973 will be accepted by the rates. 
Ford pickup =/~ ton F250 Honourable the Minister, 
$1950. Phone 635.6636 (c3-2) Deparmtent of Public C.A,C. REALTY LTD, INDEPENDANT 
Works, care of Foreman of, 
FOR SALE: 1976 W924 Works, 4827 Kelth Avenue, " 4624 A GREIGAVE.  RETAILERS 
Kenworth Logging Truck Terrace, B.C, up to 2 p.m., • 635.6108 
with' new electric scales December 15, 1977. . DAVE BRASH U R G E N T 
additional parts and ac- Tendering documents may FOR THE 
cessorles. 4" Fontaln sliding be obtained from Ministry of 
fifth wheal. Phone 849.5349 Public Works, 4827 Keith HOLIDAY 
(c5.2) Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and SEASON 
also viewed at 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on WE HAVE 
and after November 30, 1977. 
.The lowest or any tender OVER"  
will not necessarily be ac- PRODUCTION 
cepted. 
- DISTRESSED 
H.J. Morlok 
Foreman of Works S U R P L U S 
for Mlnleter of Public Works A L L TY  P ES 
Parliament Buildings, OF 
Via`aria, British Columbia 
MERCHANDISE 
U P TO 40percent 
BELOW 
WHOLESALE 
1973 Mazda RX 3, like new, 
radial and snowtlres. 10 DISCERNING ADULTS. 
speed racing bike, 21 pounds, Shop discreetly by mail. 
plus 2 tubeless tires. 2804 S. Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
Sparks, phone 635-4097. (P3- illustrated catalogue of 
3) marital aids for both ladies 
and gentlemen. Direct 
1970 Toyota Mark II. Rebuilt Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
engine, rebuilt 3 speed U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van- 
automatic transmission, 
radio, stereo, three extra couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) 
tires on rims. Phone 635-2171 
after 5 p.m. Plane , . J ( .~ { , 
|eed,n, " : i /~V ~ 1;  I ) / ' ; , "~  / ~ '  
W in excellent condition. / ~ .Z  :'~0~2""~,',~?"~;~,~/i,/(~ ! 
w,h P.S., P.B., r~o, tape ~/ i  "., ~,~..".:' .~... %~'~( '~~!~ q~/  
deck, Michelin t i re ,  low .. ~ ..-'.,:~ ~ l . r~ ,~ . ~1, 
mileage. Thlslsaoneowner ~ ¢ ~  %, i .=~]  ~'~-i" (~',~!t~! WRITE :  
well cared for auto. $2800 pharynx ( 
Phone 635-6802. (c5-2) ~: ~ ' . . ~ / j ~ r n e a l  :" . . . . .  P," ' . . . . .  / 
FOR SALE: 76 Calico Lift -.~" "~ ~--  "~---~+ - ~F  AVENUE 
=='""  = ' " '=  Marsh World 13,000 miles, asking $4,100. TO RONTO,  
Phone 635.6911. (c4.2) Do( ks Unlimited ICon,,( , ON TAR IO 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford M6M2V8 
Bronco, 12,000 miles. Phone PLANARIANS -- Planarians are small (0.5.3.0 cm) 
635.2044. (c5.2) aquatic flat worms distantly related to the pera- OR 
FORSALE: 1970GMC~AIo n sitic tapeworm. Unlike these relatives, planarians PHONE 
pick upr~S0. 1972 Ford ~Aton are free-living, moving over the surface of the COLLECT 
pickup S750. 8:30-4:30 week- mud or rocky bottoms of Streams or ponds. The (416) 249-3011 
days 635.4951other tlmes 635- animals "glide" over a solid surface by co- 
5407. (pl.2) ordinated movement of short microscopic hairs ~ U R G E N T 
THE HERALD, Friday, December 2, 1917, PAGE 7 
~" ~ "  .... "~- -  ~ " <;~" ~ ~ ~k~ - - ~ ~ - - I ~ ' ~  
An "African cnielzain, wnen ChOOsing an I=ngllsn ame, auoo~u m,,~,- v^.u,u 
sity Press." 
Lets DO IT In 77 
A FAMILY GIFT 
nat iona l  ' bowling & ,,sw.,~, ..... v ........ =vsv, . ,~,~, , , ,  
6520 MicLeod Trail S., Calgary. Al l~tta T2H 0K7 (403) 253.1157 
billiards ltd. 7123..104th s I , - L  Edmonton. A lb , ta  T6E 407 (403)436.3035 
MUST SELL: 8'x44' trailer 
with Joey shack, In excellent 
condition. New wiring with 
electric and propane heat. 
$3500.00. Phone John at 635- 
5850 or 635-7324. (P10-4) 
FOR SALE: 1972-12 x 68 El 
Monte Trailer with fridge 
and stove. Asking $8,500.00. 
Must sell. Phone 635.4592. 
:! (P3-3) #. • ' 
": FOR RENT: "~: ,~'~b~rOom. 
furnished trailer Apply B1 
1805 Queensway. (pl.2) 
DON'T WALT, IN- 
SULATE 
TOR0~I 'O  (CP) - -  
While an upcoming 
National Film Board 
production opens with an 
animated seguence of a 
stripper and zs titled The 
Hottest Show on Earth, 
the half-hour film is 
actually about home 
insulation and conserving 
energy. It will be seen on 
CBC Thursday, Dec. 8, at 
10 p.m. 
which cover the lower portion of the body. Eye- 
spots serve as light detectors and the "ears" are 
actually organs of taste or smell. Plenerians feed 
on dead or living animal matter, sucking it up 
with a hose-like pharynx or feeding organ. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based un 36 month lease 
18 F 250 pickuF 78 Econoline Van !i 78 C 100 Chev pu 
S148~0¢ per month $136.00 per month $129.00 per month 
leaee ~*nd price leas~' end . price lease_ end price 
l~,~,oo~,, Sl,975.oo sl,els.oo 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
70 Camera HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 70 Dodge Van 
S139,00 per month S124.00 per month $129.00 per month 
tease end price lease end price lease end price i 
$2,025.00 $1,825.00 S1,075.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 70 FI50 4 x 4 76 OMs Cutlass 
$~.00 per month S155.00per month S139.00per month 
lease end price lease ~nd price lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 S2,025.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
J ~ .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ***********************************, • ******************* 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , .¢ , ,  • , ,  • • , ,  • • • ,  • • ,  *****************************************************************************************************,,. • • o • ,  ************************, • , , ,  • ,  • • • ,  
~:~.:;.**.~:::::::~:~:~:::::::~::::4::::::::::~:~:.:~:.:~:~::::~::~:::~:~::::::::::~:.:~:::::::::::::::~:~::::~:::::::~:::::~.:~:.~:.:.:.:~:~.:~:~:::::::~::::~::~:::~:~:::::::::~:~::::::::~:~:~:~:.:~:.~.:.:.:*.~.:~::~.* 
.. TERRACE 
ALLIANCE 
OHUROH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45 - Bible Schoo 
11:00 a.m. - Morning 
Worship 
7:15 p.m.- Evening Service i 
I;~FURTHERIflFORMAI"ION / Wed. 7:30 p.m. • Bible 
CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHA;~ ~.~S L I  Study & Prayer 
COLLECT 967-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. ,,,OMARINE o.,VE UPUNDS 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A BAFT IST  
sceped and fenced lot on 
Graham Avenue. Wall to 
walh double windows. Will 
qualify for CMHC 95 
percent financing. Call 
Dwaln McCall for In- 
formation on how you can 
own your home for very 
little cash. 
1000 sq. if,, with rock 
fireplace, ll/~ baths, wall to 
wall throughout, rec room, 
bath, laundry plus two 
extra large bedrooms In 
the daylight basement. 
This home has a carport 
and sundeck. The lot Is 
ful ly landscaped with 
garden area and storage 
shed. Call Dwaln McCall to 
view this unique home. 
MLS. I ,  I f klt .... 
WELL KEPT SPLIT 
LEVEL 
Nice and handy to schools 
and the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, this modern home 
has 3 bedrooms, flreplece, 
carpeting, and a finished 
family room, entrance hall 
and 3 piece bath en the 
main floor. There Is an 
unfinished basement and 
attached, carport. Contact 
NEAT AND COMPACT 
An attractive home with 3 
bedrooms, carpet ing  
metal fireplace, mud room 
at the rear with laundry 
facilities and storage, and 
an attached breezeway and 
workshop. The property Is 
lendscaped, fenced and has 
. e*^. .n~ =hct l  In  th~ rear .  
OHUROH 
Pastor D.K.Hale 635.9390 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
I0:00 a.m. Bible Teachln 
Sunday School 
11: 00 a.m Morning Worship 
Serv!ce 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Sludies 
"You are Welcome at 
Llplands" 
I~'sen;n-t home has a 
specious living room with 
oak flooring ~nd a char- 
i mlng natur, ~ rock 
fireplace. Dining n¢om has 
built-in shelving and 
cabinet. 3 bedroom ~n 
main floor. Ensulte o:f 
master bedroom. Lovely 
lot with birch and maple 
trees. Plus 3 bedroom In 
basement. 3534 Eby St. 
Asking $49,900. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call to view. 
REVENUE PROPERTY 
O(der style house with two 
suites renting, on three lots 
55x100 ft. each, zoned for 
apartment dwellings,, 
located on Park Avenue, 
close to town. Home has 1 • 
3 bedroom suite and a 2 
bedroom basement suite 
with a separate entrance. 
For  further Information 
EVANGELiOAL 
FREE OHUROH 
Car. Park Ave. and 
Spark~6t. 
Rev. W.H~ Tetum 
ATTEND 
, THE ? '  
OHUROH 
.... zION 
BAPTIST 
OHURUH 
Cor. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.S309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:0( 
a.m. i 
OF,  ..... , ,  . , , . 
YOUR 
OHOIOE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
3302 Sparks Street 
i 635.5115 
9:45 ,,unday School 
11:00 Morning Workshl 
7:15 Evening Servlres _ 
! 
OHUROH 
OF 
GOD 
806 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship • 11:0(~ 
~.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
p.m. 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
KNOX 
UNITED 
OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. 
Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m 
Under 12- 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m, 
i! . . . .  
| 
! ~,~ ,=~.., ... 
..... " =~'~1 i t ~"~ 
. . . .  .... 
OHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
DHUROH 
Car. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosterud 
635-5882 
Morning Service 11: 00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
firmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
i 
ii 
PENTEGOSTAL 
TABERNAOLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Office 635.2434 
Home 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 
p.m. 
OHRISTIMi 
REFORMED 
OHURDH 
Sparks St. & 
Striuml Ave, 
Rev, S. Van Daalen 
Sunday School - Terrace 11 
a.m. 
Sunday School • Remo 1:00 
pra. 
11:00a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
i 
SARRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
41130 Straume Ave. Terro¢¢ 
Phone 635.2312 
;Smld~ N~ses*g,n~iv¢ ~a 
8:15 a.m. .~.'-~ tv',nl 
11:30 a,m, i 
7:30 p.m. 
I 
MENNONIIE 
BRETHREN 
OHUROH 
3406 Eby Street 63S401S 
Pastor Dwayne Berkmin 
10:00 a.m. Sunday Schonl 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
ANGLIOAN 
OHUROH 
4126 Llzl l le Ave. 
6115-9019 
Sunday Services: 
10:00 a.m. Church School & . 
Adult Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com. 
munlon for the family 
Ministers: _ 
Rev. Lance Stephens. 635. 
5855 
Rev. Stephen Inoue • 
2416 
i I I  
7 Welsh Ave. I 
I Welcomesyootoworzldp I 
ISunday 
19:30 a.m. Chrlstlanl 
Education Hour 
11:00 e.m. Family Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. EvangllstI¢ 
Salvation Meeting 
Monday Night 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
7:30 p.m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
AM "Service" 5 Walk 
Services on Gldlon. 
635.5446 
Christian Councellln9 
Emergency. Welfare 
~plritualResourcea 
"THE MAN ,THE CALL" 
* ...%%%%%..%..%. . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢ . . .  . . . . .  ..,.,.,...,.,.,.,...,.~.,.,., .~w--.~e~.w..',~"''* ............................................. ,'. ....................~...............................m:::...:.:.:::.:.:.:.:....................... . ~  • :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.`.:.:...:.:.:.:..:.:..:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>.:....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:.: . .  
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Penny-Saving 
Recipes 
Take a step back in time, 
to the 19th Century when 
Mystic Seaport was a bus- 
tling New England shipyard 
and waterfront village.., to 
a way of cooking that  
was a unique combination 
of pioneer, Indian and 
English cookery.., to an old. 
fashioned church supper. 
Since church suppers were 
the only large social gather- 
ings in Mystic's early days, 
everyone participated with 
great gusto. There was a 
great deal of culinary rivalry 
between the ladies, w.dch 
resulted in a magnificent 
collection of specialties- 
chowders, baked beans, 
pies, biscuits, chicken pies, 
cakes and cookies. 
Many of the recipes for 
these budget-minded church 
supper specialties have been 
preserved and passed down 
through the generations. 
This Chicken Pie with 
Cheese Crust is inspired by 
one of Mystic's old recipes. 
The filling is layers of chick- 
en, hard.cooked egg slices 
and a rich mushroom sauce; 
the pastry topping flavored 
with sharp Cheddar cheese. 
Versatile ,Blue Bonnet Mar- 
garine gives an old-fashioned 
buttery flavor to the mush- 
room sauce and makes a 
tender, flaky pastry. 
Whether it's a church 
supper for a large gathering 
or a simple family dinner, 
try a memory from 19th 
Century Mystic. 
CHICKEN PIE WITH 
CHEESE CRUST 
1 (2-1/2-pound) frying 
chicken, cut into 
pieces 
2 quarts water 
2 chicken bouillon 
cubes 
1 cup diced onion 
1/2 cup diced celery 
1/2 cup chopped parsley 
1 medium tomato, 
quartered 
I cup sliced mushrooms 
1/2 cup (1 stick) Blue 
Bonnet Margarine 
1/2 cup unsifted flour 
1-1/2 teaspoons salt 
1/8 teaspoon pepper 
4 hard-cooked eggs, 
sliced 
1 egg yolk, slightly 
beaten 
Place chicken pieces in 
heavy saucepot. Cover with 
water. Add bouillon cubes, 
1/2 cup onion, celery, 1/4 
cup parsley and tomato. 
Bring to a boil over medium 
high heat. Reduce heat and 
simmer for 30 minutes. 
Remove chicken pieces. 
Remove meat fxom bones; 
dice and set aside. Return 
akin and bones to saucepot. 
Reduce stock to 3 cups by 
boiling rapidly for about 25 
to 30 minutes. 
Saute mushrooms and re- 
rnaining 1/2 cup onion in 
rnargadne. Remove from 
heat. Blend in flour, salt and 
pepper. Gradually stir in 
reduced stock. Return to 
heat. Stir constantly until 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, DECEbH]ER 3, 1977 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
 .,ES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
It will pay you to look betow 
the surface new. New trends 
may rest~t in agreement, where 
there was only opposition 
before. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Watch for signs of indolence, 
carelessness, anything that 
slows progress. These in- 
clinati0ns are possible now, and 
it will be up to you to curb them. 
GEMINI ! I~"  
(May 22 to June 21) - - "7"  
Keep on your toes. A corn- 
petitive factor of which you are 
unaware could be building up. 
Watch, too, for some tricky 
maneuvering. 
CANC  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Lunar influences not too 
friendly. Avoid getting in over 
your head -- especially where 
you happen to he on unfawJllar 
ground. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
This could be one of your 
better days. You should be the 
center of attraction i whatever 
circle you find yourself - -  
business or pleasure. 
VIRC.,O !11)% 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
A new contact made now 
could be diverting as well as 
thought-provoking. In fact, you 
should find personal relation- 
ships in general highly 
stimulating. 
LIBRA J ~  
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
You may find yourself hoping 
for opportunity while actually 
standing still. This must not be. 
Take the reins and DRIVE 
toward your goals. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 24 to NOV. 22) 
Extra responsibilities in- 
dicated. Tackle regular duties 
first, then take on what you can 
New Business's 
Not l isted in our 
13~o drive.in theatre, where B.C. Tel Directory. 
mixture thickens and comes 
to a boil. Remove from 
heat, stir in remaining 1/4 
cup parsley. 
In a greased 1-1/2-quart 
casserole place a layer of 
chicken, then a layer of egg 
slices, and a layer of sauce. 
Repeat. Top with cheese 
crust (recipe below), press- 
ing firmly to edges. Prick 
with fork. Brush ~th  egg 
yolk. Bake at 400 ° F. 30 to 
35 minutes or until filling 
is bubbly and crust is 
golden brown. Makes 4 to 
6 servings. 
- -  within reason. Don't over- 
crowd your schedule. 
SAGII"rARIUS ~;~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
A big day for big doings. Use 
your best assets and you can do 
considerable to help promote 
new plans, improve and 
organize effectively. Do not 
hesitate to take forward steps. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) 
Stellar influences favor those 
who are soundly progressive. A
good period for RBAL AD- 
VANCEMENT. Forget past 
disappointmehts. Your mind 
should be on present aspirations 
and future goals. 
AQUARIUS ~=:~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Generous Uranus influences 
stimulate your adaptability and 
inventiveness, heighten your 
imagination. Much can be done 
on a day such as thiS. 
PISCES X~7 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
There is a tendency to 
vacillate now. Avoid it. If you 
seem bogged down in efforts, 
take time to reorganize. New 
methods could help. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a brilliant in- 
tellect and, properly educated 
and developed, could become a
powerful influence in whatever 
sphere of life you choose, 
career-wiae. You are especially 
adapted to literature and could 
make an outstanding successas 
a novelist, poet, journalist, 
publisher or editor. Either 
literary or dramatic riticism 
would also be a splendid outlet 
for this talent since, besides the 
gift of words, you are endowed 
with a keen and penetrating 
mind; are highly logical and 
objective in analyses. Other 
fields in which you could make 
an eminent name for yourself: 
science, the law, music and 
painting. Birthdate of: Gilbert 
Stuart, portrait painter; 
Newton D. Baker, Amer. 
statesman; Sir Rowland Hill, 
author of the penny postal 
system; Joseph Lhevinne, 
world-famous Russian pianist. 
Cheese Crust: Combine 1 
cup unsifted flour and 1_/2 
teaspoon salt. Cut in 1/3 
cup Blue,Bonnet Margarine. 
Lightly beat together 1 egg 
and 1 tablespoon water and 
add to flour mixture. Mix in 
I14 cup grated shaxp C~ed- 
dar cheese. On lightly 
floured board roll dough to 
fit' top of casserole. 
News 
NORTHANTS, 
England (CP) --  Clifford 
Brown, 40, hit on an 
unusual means of con- 
cealing cans when he 
went shoplifting, Nor- 
thampton magistrates 
were told recently. He 
lifted up his trouser legs 
and stuffed the cans down 
his socks. Brown, who 
p&l~0aded guilty, was fined 
LONDON (CPi - -  A 
man jailed recently for 
burg!ary admitted to 54 
prewous convictions on 
other charges but told the 
court it was his first 
burglary and he objected 
to "being stigmatized as 
a burglar." The 
magistrate told him: "To 
describe yourself as a 
scrap-metal merchant is 
a euphemism. You are a 
thief." 
cool weather tempts car 
owners to run vehicle en- 
Ones for a warm.up, is dan- 
gerous. Rust holes in the 
floor, body, trunk or fire- 
wall can allow carbon mo- 
noxide to seep in from 
leaky mufflers or tail pipes. 
Don't smoke while using 
gasoline-powered tools. Fill 
them outdoors. Be sure elec- 
tric power tools have 
ground wires attached and 
are double insulated. The 
key to safety is safety con- 
soiousness . make it a part 
of your Lifestyle. 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
IARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. - 638-1761 
ZR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING-  638-1761 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVK:ES - 635-4227 
BOOK NOOK - 635-3051 
RHETT BLADES OCCIDENTIAL  
LI F E - 635-5757 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 635-223g 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers Please Call 635.6357 
; Where . , 
. ° * 
. mtheU.S.A. 
• wouldy.oulike , ;  
• ** todr ve? 
• ***** l  
, r ,  . .  
From the nearby Northwest * to the sunny Southwest, 
the U.S.A. is alive with exciting driving destinations . . . 
places you can easily reach, along an excellent network of 
highways. This time of year it's especially pleasant. . ,  less 
crowded and more relaxing. So come on, plan a short visit 
or a weeks-long holiday in the friendly land across the 
border. Start by mailing the coupon below to InfoRoad U.S.A. 
for a wealth of information on the U.S. destination of your 
choice. If you're in Vancouver, you can drop in or phone. . .  
• but from anywhere in B.C., free maps, brochures and 
information can be yours promptly and without charge. 
InfoRoad U.S.A, is an official and free service of the U.S. 
Government, designed to make your visit enjoyable and ; ' [  
worry-free. Whether it's a single destination or several holi- 
day areas, we'll provide everything you need to plan 
a memorable driving trip to the U.S.A. 
, .': :,'..., 
ASK U.S. 
INFOROAD USA 
r ?hT= === . . . . . . . . .  "! 
I 999 West Broadway. Vancouver. B.C. VSZ 1K5. Phone 732-3308 I 
I Yes 'm ready for a driving holiday in the U.S.A. 
I Send me information on the follow ng destination(s): I 
I I 
I I 
I Type of literature required icheck your choice): I 
I I-]Maps [-]Travel brochures I I I 
I Name. I 
I I 
,- , .', 
, , . ,  . , ; 
A balanced iet of vitamins and minerals, physical activity and a doctor's care all help over- 
come the normal stresses of  being a mother-to-be, " [ 
PREGNANCY AND NUTRIT ION 
Good nutrition is vital at any 
time, but during pregnancy wise 
eating becomes doubly import- 
ant. Both the future health of the 
mother and the child are at stake. 
The Kellogg Nutrition Council 
points out that healthy eating 
during pregancy makes one feel 
better and helps one better cope 
with the normal stresses of preg- 
nancy, labor, delivery and the 
post-delivery (postpartum) per- 
ind. Certain disorders of preg- 
nancy are also less likely to 
develop. 
If wise eating habits are follow- 
ed during pregnancy, it's also 
more likely the baby will be born 
at the fight time, healthy and of 
normal weight. Ithas been proven 
that mothers who follow good 
nutrition during pregnancy have 
healthier babies, especially dur- 
ing the first few months of life. 
A variety of foods is best to get 
all the nutrients needed for both 
you and your coming child. 
Proteins are needed for many 
reasons, including proper de- 
velopment /o/" body tissues, 
/ 
muscle development and the for- 
mation of red blood cells. Top 
quality protein is present in lean 
meat,fish, poultry, eggs, milk and 
cheese. Three servings per day 
are suggested for pregnant and 
lactating women, along with 
several servings of milk and milk 
products to supply the minerals, 
calcium and phosphorous neces- 
sary for the formation of strong 
bones and teeth. 
Iron and copper are two other 
important minerals during the 
pre-natal period. Good sources 
are liver, green leafy vegetables, 
raisins, whole grain and enriched 
breads and cereals. 
Fruits and vegetables upply 
vitamins not found in other 
foods. Dark green, leafy vegetab- 
les such as broccoli, spinach and 
greens, and yellow or orange 
vegetables uch as carrots and 
squash supply vitamin A. Citrus 
fruits, tomatoes, cantaloupe and 
strawberries contribute vita- 
min C, 
Many of the B vitamins and 
iron come from carbohydrate 
foods such as whole grain or en- 
riched breads and cereals.These 
foods also provide food fibre so 
necessary in regulating the diges- 
tive system. 
Each day should begin with a 
nutritious breakfast supplying 
1/4 to 1/3 of your daily nutri- 
tional needs. Such a breakfast 
might consist of juice, ready-to- 
eat cereal such as corn Bakes with 
milk, and bread or a roll with a 
spread. 
If you eat a diet balanced in 
nutrients, weight gain shouldn't 
be a problem. But if it is, a . . . . .  
physician's advice should be : 
followed. The average woman 
gains about 25 pounds during 
pregnancy -- three pounds in the 
first three months, 11 in the 
second three months and another 
11 inthelast three. Up to atotalof 
30 pounds is normal and nothing 
to worry about, 
Exercise, as well as good eating 
habits, is essential for optimum 
health, Most of all, a pregnant 
woman should be under the care 
of a doctor who can advise a diet 
and exercise program suited to 
the individual, 
.'~ i
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Safe driving week 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1977 
DON'T LET "HURTS" PUT YOU IN THIS DRIVER'S SEAT! 
Inside 
Dining Guide 
T.V..and Movie Highlights 
Movies, 
~oroscope 
TV LISTINGS DEi). 2 -I)EO. 8 *b i,i 
PAGE 2, THE TOWNSMAN, Friday, December 2, 1977 
SOUTHAMPTON, ~ ~  set  ' aan . r~ 
ehanee to threaten ..~ 
p~mn,~ I~o +.~0 fering humanity, m- 
S ga~cgotsr O n oa:r:AM OF,m.'mMIE vesfigators said T~.  y. 
O ~ ~Essup ID n+8o4ooL mOGRAM~ Southern Tere?nsion 
a:o0 OOm~rgm mQ(u~m.~0} ' Ltd. assured its one 
__  gUNnnEm~OF' rHSmR ..'00 t.a0 m.l i0a v iewen it has 
-- ~"  ~ F ed}5 8 TOsAYl14ELEAsY lid IX)DT(N~ 
O~#rm~-r  OHOU.WVOOOSO~ discovered--and dm~l-- 
O VAmmS ~ 8gASE~N'SVOGA ZOO the loophole that allowed - -  - -  llqG ,+ e~ mmW~HOOLmO~qk~m~ SO~uqoTHB~umm.o a mystery voice to in- 
-~ .~-  - -  ~v, .mme moemml- me(uNm-s/m om.ms.o~ te . -~ a news tran~ 
mission last Saturday. 
_ ~ _ _ ~s0 OOONGm~W OSDSEOFN~4T 
i~ mROMP~J~OM 8WSYOOnMOVE ~ '~l'ois is the voice of 
~00 aOmREASV O MOWS(EXC~MON.) Asteron. You have oul~ a 
short ,time to learn to live -- ; ~ 8TODAY aTAKETHIRTY 
O~~.~0 mALAN~U~n.sHOW together in peace. All 
~ your weapons must be a NmE'S%RI /AL(m. )  
I~ iBm~m.ve: (z~ r OcsLsmn~cooKs  destroyed," said the 
Oa0mOUR ~Z~0 ~m~oor (m. )  voice, claiming to come 
• m- ~tmu.vunmosou~ 4~0 from the Intergalactic 
~SF.ATYLETOOAY oe0BMCLEANSHOW ~ NBC 8PECIAIL TREAT Association in outer 
: ~mTOUCH QNEWS (MON.) space. 
, _ ~AmrOFCOO0m~ ~B.EGrmCCOMPANY O v~u8 mOemMM- Normal sound and 
t~iUNTU.~'00) I~YaOFCXJR~ IBaANFORDN~Da0N vision faded away for 
9".3) ~ MOVIE "Faraday and Com- OSm~Sm'RmT three minutes wldle the 
~!  i~ ~~ IBdOY~DA~nne~SHOW pany: A wheema.ow ~uni of 4~o voice droned to with its 
. . . . . .  10:00 Trouble" (FRI.), "Duel" O@ONGSHOW fll~sFe~lne of clk)om, 
34 3~ ~MWIEI~OFI=ORTUNE (MON.), "Money to Bum" t~0 g hundreds of 
~ ~CANADIANS(:HOOL8 (TUE.), "Hec Ramsey: The ~NEWLYWEDI~UME 
j ~)JEANr..,ANNEMSHOW Detroit ConnecUon" (WED.), ~FLIINI'STONI~ v~ewers. 
OELEOIIqI(~(=OMPNMY "Star ln the Dust" ('n-lUR.) IB S~mSNCY ONE (EX-  "Wehavea falr ideaof 
~.~W~D.) NHL Hockey Atlanta what hllppelled, but for m m m 
vs vancouver (WED.) ob~ous reasons we aren't 
( ( f  i day) )  going to release the 
~N~,VS . details," the station 
• O MAn~w~¢nm~ in a statement. "If we did 
s~ OBJ~mOCO~P~NY it might inspire another 
OOCC3C)  - " -  hoax . "  DXHR~'SOOMPm~rr ~Pn~* ****k*~*****************~ 
OVV~LL~W~X ~_ 
e~popeu~ • ~ZO(O,q 11:30 IIIrHE ~ RII.I~ 111EMRE • chn~s;~ue'c "~:*--"ermNr 3 Uplottmttlmo . . . .  m ~0 ' IU I~ J '~R~HO~N 
+ ~.x. ;a , ,~'c .~ea,~n,~)  4 Fuel *. ~gmu~, l=~ ~ THE ~ ~ 
,, , to PASSES . -~  e ~ 7:00 
o ~-~.wouno ~ ~o~eo~oto O~=ATTI .E~ a0alnst a syndlcate hit man. 
,~ . .  it .p  i. ~ .ot~e .~ ~ H idden somewhere  in  the  ,'-~ ,, ' , , - - . , . , - - - ,~ . "  o ~ ~ ads in the enter ta inment  technicality, JeOl~rdizin9 ._ .~,,.m. 17 vlct~ • ~ ;~e ~ .one ~s ~ __ bolh his and RocMo~'8 llves. 
-" , ,  = - - .  section are two Terrace = "~"  ;; 7~-~ Ogou.wmoosommm (eor~n.) • 
~ '~" '~ '~ . m-,~sc~cm' am ,lUI.NZ .gom~ta: Marlllm OMAmln~l" l r~ l l~  "~ L_~ " 
10 q~v'o ,rq~nm - - *Moore  " . ._.+.._ . . .~, -  M~W,.a.,,,,BU~. ~ phone numbers .  .~ 
.~.~,~.~,.-~ 31 ~ ~ , ,  , , .+ .. e :o0  QmHAWAna ~ ~--~ Pick Up your tickets at the Herald 4~ 
• ' 3+ m,.m O c ~ o ~  Oom0~'vouincyoo~sbls ,~ lus  efficez3212KalmnSL ~, • 2D . Jn l  I+'OIMC.' ~IS ~ ~ J o f  la • O IWWOE a/~n ng lab tachniclan, Sam, over a 
37 ~thevlcin~c~ gay b~ In tho neJghboehood disagrpement 8bout whether ~ ~lr*dk~-W~r.~ -" --" ,~ --" A --"; ~..~ ~ ~ A / r~dt -~A-dr~ ; 
sends a morally..oulraged At-, to ~ an autolmy on a 
lhurto p emonldly close ItS Japanese- - . - - . ( - -  ~ 9 ~ ~ , ,  9 ~  7 ~  i 
L'PPSALA, Sweden on the Richter scale doors. " n~n.) _ 
. . . .  " " i al~zsk nuclem" - . ,~  : , mmmologmal ins~tutmn :+e.m. pal • • - -~- - -~,  morals + O ~  11.'00 ~ ~ E 
cepo~ed an underground testing m-ca of Sovzez ~ - ~ ~  ~ ON 
explosion register, ng 6.9 Siberia. ~ "OTI.mNA'riG~M. ~ 4~0LAKELSEAVE.  PHONE 638-8111 
QCIVNEWS 4( 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
11".~0 i 
no., 3 O THETONK3HYaHOW 
11:38 
I~ 90 MINUTE8 Host: Peter "41( i 
,z0o Teoohers 
MOVIE (,~NED ON PRO- 4( "~ 
As Chief Robinson. 
(Harrison Page, left) and 12:.10 ~ ~TA ~ 
"i] an amused attendant a) MOVIE "Guide For The . 
(JoyceJameson) look on, Married Man" 1967 Walter 
Matthau, Robert Morse. 0O~m 
Chief Sharkey 
(Don Rlckles)traes on a 1:00 ' Smiley Gels  A Gun 
mud pack to prepare him O THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
for afilm to be shot on ~ MOVIE 1:12 " i basein'Sharkeytho 7 & 9 PoM. NIGHTLY 
! Actor' on NBC-TV's 2:10 
i "CPOSHARKEY' Friday, O MOVIE "Plnelope" 11)66 
Dec. 9. Natalie WOod, tan Banner. D0e 3 
~I 2:45 
! o . - -  ,:,0 Moonshine 
O MOVIE "The Safecracker" ~ _ _ ,.. 
1958 Ray Mllland, Barry . OO~M~ ~XNmS ; 
• i' +" , - , '~~ , , ~ * * * ~ + , ~ ~ * * * * * * * * ~ ~ l  ~'. 'I""' "';':;'~ . . . . . . .  '" "" IMESERVE+ THE RIGHT TO+"~ . . . .  '+" :,' ~ . . . .  +" • ~K'.' , i
I 'i • , o o,,, .. •, , , ,  
' " . . . . . . . .  ' : : : : : : : ' . . . . . .  ' ' " ' " " ,p  ++' ' :1 '  ' ' ' , '~1 : ' , ' ' ' ~. ~ + ' * ~ ' , :  j* l; i '+ 'q ~ 'l ~i 'd ~ '1 'i '¢ '('q ~r Ii %~ + +. I ¶, *," I "~+ ~'  ' P? " ' ~ 'm++ ~+'  p ' " ' ' QQ~I"  ~Q +P~+P+ ' ' : + ~ i '  ; .1 " + ' ' '~  ; '8"  + P+'+ "* ' ~ ~ . . . .  
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(;osxai6 StUns 
AQUARIUS 
(January 20 - February 18) Secret romantic trysts can 
undermine mutual trust in present relationships. You're 
doubtful al0out the love you receive from another but you 
needn't be. 
P ISCES )~ 
(February 19 - March 20) It's an exciting time but you're 
prone to overdo ~t in the pleasure department by gaining 
~eight or breaking hearts. ' 
• AR IES  iT  ) 
(March 21- April 21) Listen to partners or lovers before 
making financial decisions. Two are better than one now. 
TAURUS 
(Apdl 22 - May 21) You may secretly try to prove that 
Drivers trust and sul3port you =n business schemes by 
talking them miD loimng you on some fantastic venture. 
GEMINI II. 
(May 22 - June 21) Res:ram )our 0mpulswe urges to 
clctate :o,c=es to o!hers at home or force issues at work . .  
CANCER <W 
(June 22 - July 23) Bui,dup o ~ past tens=ons can be 
,o',,"g"., ; .c-~e: c~;: ce~;;een those ,,,rio understand that 
'~ '~ ' . .es  :e"~'~: t~'ese Post=~lties. -o  
i 
LEO d lb  
(July 24 - August 23) Emotional obstinacy or self- 
grahfication at any cost can bring things to a head. 
VIRGO 
(August 24 - September 23) Hard work is your best 
medicine and there's plenty of it to be done. especially 
where creatiwty and artistic e.lterprises are involved. 
L IBRA • "/~ 
(September 24 - October 22) Tempting situations behind 
the scenes at work may cause yo, u to overplay a good 
hand. 
SCORPIO 1~1,, 
(October 23 ' November 22) Joint money matters can be 
'.'.'orked out now and there is a return to happier times at 
home after a trying period. 
SAGITTARtUS " " 
(November 23 - December 2:!) Love is very much in 
ev,~ence for tl~ose who worr,ed otherwise. Songles Tind 
unusua; rap;~ort/,ith someone met throug h friends. 
CAPRICORN V~ 
(December 23 - January 19) Trnps. social life and 
#r,e"cs,"o=s 13lay a ne!~,ful role in relaxing you and settling 
~.~, ne-;es a#ter an unusually intense work stretch. 
A natural blonde with blue-green eyes. Ms. 
Ladd studied voice and dancing as a youngster.  
original ly .aspiring to a career in music. 
Encouraged by her father, she entertained family 
an d friends by singing and playing guitar. As a 
teenager, she. toured South Dakota with the 
singing group The Music Shop. Through an 
appearance in 'The Tonight Show:" she attracted 
the attention Of recording industry executives. 
later signing with capitol  Records. . . 
.Ms ,  'Ladd loves physical activity,, including 
tennis, gymnastics and scuba diving. 
MORNIN~ 9:00 11:20 ..1:~ I~0 11:20 
~ ~  ~SPECIAL: THEGREYCUP OULIAS, YOG~ANDYOU O NB~ BATURDAY NIGHT I~ONEW ~ 
O 81PE(:IA~ THE GR~'  CUP 1010 REPLAY 2:00 AT THE IdO~lE8 11:30 
~o PA IWi  ID  ~ EXPF.qSNC~. 0 mov~J .EY  iD o inoo~q BXlC~TION l iVV~: J~O 
O UNIVEI:I~TY OF THE AIR . ~ ONCE UPON A CLASSIC I IDEATHING ~ A MAI"rER OF FAT 11:45 
0:.20 0:.30 ~'20 0:.20 ~J MOVIE TO be announced 
O ~ R E 8  OF O ~ AFTEltIOON I~ MO~E ~ON OUROWN 1=:00 
MUHAMMADALI LALAPALOOZA ~A~OONl lNUE8 ~ MOVIE (JOINED IN PRO- 
O ART OF (X)OKJNG ~ REIDOP ~ DANIFJ. FO~TER, M.O. 10:00 GRF.88) 
12:00 ~ ~ CANADIAN EXPRESS 12:10 
O MI881ON IMPO~NIN..E Host: Jim Bennet. 
OG.B,  BEARS; JR. HALL OF 10:00 ~HOTFUDGE IBWOMANTIMEAND,(X). OI'HAT'81'(OLLYWOOO ID .  MOVIE "Dirty Dingus 
Magee" 1970 Frank Sinatra, FAME O THUNDERI. JR. HALL OF I )~GHF.F  ~.30 George Kennedy. 
O TRAVEl. '77 FAME 1~-20 
4 . '00  illi.~i01,F H ~  SHOW OMOVtE O PEANUTS AND POP(X)RN 10:.30 ~ AuclrK)N OONTINUEB ~ 8PACE 1910 Guelt: VaJ Ooonican, 1:30 
OJOYSOFCOLLECTING ~SPACESENTINEL~;HALL I~  ~ S  ~CTORY I~RRINGUNE 
8:00 OF FAME GARDEN ~)  NEWS 
O PINK PANTHER O AUCTION OONllNUES I,~0 4:30 15.'00 2:10 
OCliqCLESQUARE 11.~,,, OMO~E ~GRF.ATAMERICAN(3AME ~NEV~ O MOVIE "The Reluctant 
OAUGDOM(~N'nNUF~ . ~lrHENII~rloN/U. Debutante" 1958 Rex Her- 11:20 O CHILDREN S ~=ORTS ~C~CCURUNGCt.AS~I~ 5:00 ~GTVNEI~B " riSOn, Kay Dendall. 
O8F-4M=IC~-4~IO RESCUE MAGAZINE m (:ONSUMER SURVIVAL. (~  11.ISI,R THE NFL 0 PE~'S  PI.~CS IO e~lcK  SiU~EitENC~ ~T 
I~  NHL ~ 0etrolt vs / f -~ ,~.  __ • q _ _ . _ 1 ~ , ~ ~ .  I 
Toronto " " . 
O NEVI~ / 
"; IL'00 t 
I~  NBCNE"WS 
ID FRENCH CI, IB: I t,lS.SiSt 4414 Grldg 
1:30 
O AliMALWORU). 
tOOiqOEUPOltAOI.ASSiC , ,,-,,,,"l ~,'~"~ #'~ '  ~ 
~0 " ;,.' s ! , , . , , . , , x .  ,!1  II( I l ff/E 
. Willie JaJme is in the hos~Ud :~ I l l  ~ '  ~ . I J  I ' J "  
; ,  x iml  w iu l -  ~ 1 i  'for surgery on her bionics, i!J 11 '  
Max, tile world's first ~onic , I . - -- - - -  
~.  is k~d~ ~ i~- ~ ~ ;v i rv th in f  Fndav l Saluroal 
~isoned in a warerN~use. (60 | B,  ~ - - - - "  • *" • - ""  MaOhlnes) 
min.I " l : i i 41r~-~ :4~_,r (EXCept 6ernma sewing , 
QNOV PJO ~ ,~'~IT"~' .~,  Wool- Macrame SuwHles • 
~ '~ra '~a '=SH~ ; " ~ . . . atemlate • Cake Decirlitllll l I 
'~  ~- -  IL~ ~ Supplies 
FREE CORSAGES 
":?::"' o c i i l r r~  I~E ~,~; ,c  100 l  PRIZE 
• "''~'~ , . . ,  ~ a ~ c='ee--.,,', ,~'~,=. , . .~ i  '. "~,q~, ." , ' : . , .~- ; ,  . . . .  
':;+::i;7~!:' t.*-,--~,:'.....--.,- , ~t~, ,~o '~, ' ,~d~e, ,  ;-II= ="t .Z~- - : . _  7 t  SlLE DATES I 
.... . . . . . . .  ~'  " ° ' "~ '" '~ ;~11 t ,  ~ ~.~'  l' " "  • " 
• , " t , . t~ht l ,V ,  w l i sup ix l ledtomike : l ! " , , : ,  ; "  . ;~ ;~I t , " ; to=. '~ .~s~ - I  . / I '~  - " i . .A~ n/n  9 -1  i . ,  
' ' ; ;'-4b~'S ~tO b'~e~ r C=orneO) a~. ~ . . . .  ! . . . . . . .  '( .' : t .~ iu  .. . . .  il~i PI~ | i ~ :;"i' ' ;" ": : '~ ' ;  
':'~>~,,'~.~':':"~'< " ; l~~. . . ,~ ' , , , -  . . . . . .  ' ' ; " ; ' ; '~  : . .O l I JS lO, , , , , , , "  . . . . . . . . .  ' " "  . . . . . .  " ~"  '".;,...~ ...,.." , '  . . ~ _ j J  l i l~ i : '~! ' : i  i ' i  t i l l s '  i . l i i l , . , ' l  I~,ll k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Karl Malden (center), Ricardo Montalban (extreme left), Johnny 
Doran (left foreground) ~tnd Jonathan Kahn (right foreground) will 
star in the television au~tptation of the Rudyard Kipling classic 
'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS,' airing as a twO-hour special Sunday, 
Dec. 4. 
TEACH ERS PROTEST 
CLEVELAND, Ohio 
(Reuter) -- Thousands of 
school children were 
turned away from classes 
here Tuesday when their 
teachers refused to 
report for work in a 
protest over the city's in- 
ability to pay them. 
About onefifth of the 
schor, l system's 5,500 
teac,lers reported they 
were. sick and forced 
( 
+~ , 
sunday 
THE GATHERING 
The trad;tional coming-together of 
Christmas provides a broken family 
with one last chance to rediscover the 
love they have misplaced--but never 
lost--in 'The Gathering,' a new drama 
by Oscar-winner Ja.mes Poe airing on 
Sunday, Dec. 4. 
Asner stars as a successful 
businesman making an 11th-hour 
effort to pull together the family he 
shattered by allowing them to 
become second to his work. Maureen 
Stapleton portrays Asner's wife. 
It is Christmas in New England and 
Adam Thornton (Asner) knows that 
this Christmas--his 58th--will be his 
last. His doctor's report has given a 
number to his 0ays and the crusty 
industrialist is determined to make 
one last effort at bringing together 
the family he left years ago. 
The family consists of wife Kate; 
daughter Julia, who now has children 
of her own; son Tom, a cynical young 
man; daughter Peggy, a successful 
career woman in her own right, and 
son Bud, an expatriate who fled to 
Canada during the Vietnam War. 
MORNING 
8:OO 
l~l UNIVER~TYOF THE NR 
8:80 
a l  NATIONAL R IM BOARD 
11:45 
ID 8ACRED HEART 
7:00 
O FAITH FOR TODAY 
Iml ~AI )S  
7:30 
O EUCHARIST FOR BHUT- 
 )%x.u.EARD 
8:00 
O I UKE MY8ELF 
ID THIS WEEK IN PARUA- 
MENT 
8:30 ' 
O PLEASANT JOURNEYS 
9:00 
O GARDENING WITH ED 
HUME 
Igl MEETING PLACE 
O SEARCH 
ID SESAME STREET 
9:30 
1~ NFL'77 
0 ERNEST ANGLEY 
10:30 
g NFL FOOTBALL 
O NFL FOOTBALL ;u=ins to 
be announced. (4 hrs.) 
00R~ ROeERTS 
ID SESAME STREET 
10:30 
a l  DAY OF DISCOVERY 
11:00 
O IT 18 wRrn'EN 
O SESAME STREET 
11:30 
O GARNER TED .ARM- 
STRONG 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
OGOODNEWS 
I~ BIG BLUE MARBLE 
12:.30 
O JERRY FALWELL 
O AGAPE 
~]l MAINSTREAMING THE 
EXCEPTIONAl.CHILD 
1:00 
O NFL FOOTBALL 
O TERRY WINTERS 
O WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW 
1:30 
ID WILD KINGDOM 
O STAR TREK "Whom Gods 
Destroy" (60 mln.) 
E) WALL STREET WEEK 
2:00 
El} ff IS WRITrEN 
~) BESTOF FAMIMES 
2:30 . 
ID NATIONAL FILM BOARD 
O MOVIE "Prince of Central 
Park" 1977 T.J. Hargrave, 
Ruth Gordon. Story of a 12- 
year-old boy and his sister 
who run from their foster 
home and take refuge In a 
tree house in Central Park. 
3:00 
O BEST OF MAN AUVE 
"Torture, One of the Last 
Things Done In the Dark" 
E) GREAT PERFORMANCES 
3:30 
e MONEYMAKERS 
4:00 
O CORAL JUNGLE 
O MUSIC TO SEE 
O HOI:IST KOEHLER SHOW 
4:30 
ID COUNTRY CANADA 
O QUESTION PERIOD 
IWI BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON 
THE NEWS 
5:00 
I~ MEET THE PRESS 
ID HYMN SING 
O UNTAMED FRONTIER 
"African Eagles" 
ID SOCCER MADE IN GER- 
MANY 
6:30 
tD NEWS 
IB  REACH FOR THETOP 
Q CAPrrOLCOMMENT 
EVENING 
0:00 
OSURVWAL 
a WONDERFUL WORLD OF 
DISNEY Wi"he Castaway 
Cowboy" Shanghaied aboard 
a sailing vessel, Texas 
cowboy jumps ship and Is 
dragged from the surf by a 12- 
year-old boy. The boy's 
widower; mother persuades 
the Texan to turn her potato 
farm Into a cattle ranch. Stars: 
James Garner, Vera Miles. 
(Part II.) (60 mln.) 
QNEWS 
8:30 
O HOWCOME? 
7:00 
O THE WONDERFUL 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
O CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 
"Emmett Otter's Jugband 
Christmas" (60 rain.) 
ID SPECIAL 'Captains 
Courageous" A spoiled rich 
kld, rescued at sea, grows up 
fast under the care of a crusty 
sea captain who has no time 
for pampering and special 
• privilege. Stare: Karl Malden, 
RIcardo Montalban. (2 hrs.) 
8:00 
O THE 'ANNIE' CHRISTMAS 
SHOW 
KING OF KENSINGTON 
"Glayde' Restaurant" Gladys 
decides to turn her talent for 
cooklng into fun profit and a 
chance for Independence by 
opening a restaurant in back 
of a variety store . . . .  • • 
8 EVENING AT SYMPHONY 
8:30 - , 
8 ALL IN THE FAMILY 
t00  
8 THE BIG EVENT 
8 SIDESTREET "Once A 
Hero" A retired and now ag- 
ing sports hero turns to Nick 
for help when hie son, an 
aspiring hockey star, turns to 
crime in order to further his 
career. (60 mln.) 
SPECIAL "The Gathering" 
When a wealthy New England 
businessman learns he Is dy- 
Ing, he makes a final attemp 
to unite hie estranged family 
for a final gathering at 
Christmas. Stars: Edward 
Asner, Maureen Stapleton. (2 
hrs.) 
ID MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
10:00 
I~  TRUDEAU AND THE 
• PRF.SS 
IO VISIONS 
11:00 
eNEWS 
8 THE NATIONAL 
aClV NEWS 
11:15 
ID NATION'S BUSINESS 
11:20 
OONEWS 
11:30 
O MOVIE 
11:45 
MOVIE To Be Announced 
12:10 
MOVIE "A Man Called 
Peter" 1955 Richard Todd, 
Jean Peters. (2 hrs., 30 mln,) 
1:24 
O MOVIE 
2:40 
O MOVIE "Wings of The Mor- 
ning" 1937 Henry Fonda, An- 
nabelle. (2 hrs.) 
2:48 
ONEWS 
4:40 
O IRONSIDE 
NETWORKS AND STATIONS 
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
. MAKECHANGES 
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Names like Diamond Tooth Gertie's and Black Mike's provoke 
memories of gold-rush days in the Klondike region. Here a colorfully 
dressed dance-hall girl participates in the Klondike Days parade in 
'YUKON PASSAGE," a Nahonal Geographic Special airing over PBS 
on Monday, Dec. 5, 
EVENING 8:30 
I~  FRONT PAGE 
GHALLENGE 
e:00 0:00 
IDE]INEW8 O NBC MONDAY NIGHT 
QZOOM MOVIE 
0:30 " O 8UPERSPECIAL: MICHEL 
(D NBC NEW8 LEGRAND AND FRIEND6 
IDOVEREASY O GRAND OLD COUNTRY 
7.'00 Guests: Jody Miller, Larry 
I~  8EATrl..E TONIGHT Gatlln, Terry Christenson. 
O LITTLE HOUSE ON THE QNATIONALGEOGRAPHIC 
PRAIRIE 9:30 
BOBBY VINTON 8 ~  O SOAP Peter Is In for the 
Guests: Barbara Mandre'll; surprise of his life when an 
Willie Tyler. unexpected visitor calls at his 
(D MACNEIL LEHRER apartment. 
REPORT 
7:30 
ID  HOLLYWOOd SQUARES 10:00 
O HEADLINE HUNTERS ID  NEWSMAGAZINE 
Guest: Tom Patterson. O SWITCH "Go For Broke" 
I~  BAI"rLE UNE 1957 Fred MacMurray, 
8:00 Dorothy Malone. (1 hr., 45 
I~  LITTLE HOUSE ON THE mln.) 
PRAIRIE O ONEDIN UNE 
~l  THE BE'n'Y WHITE SHOW 10:30 
THE WALTONS Olivia I~  MAN AUVE 
mystifies the entire Walton 11:00 
family when she suddenly ~NEWS 
sinks into depression'and 6THENATIONAL 
becomes extremely short- OCTVNEWS 
tempered. (60 rain.) ID  AGE OF UNCERTAINTY 
ID SCHOOL DESEGREGA- 11:20 
TION HEARING I~ IQ NEWS 
monday 
~BY JOEY SASSO 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT: If ABC-TV and the producers of 
'Charlie's Angels' are planning to go ahead with their suit 
to prevent Farrah Fawcett-Majors from .working for 
anyone else (she split the 'Angels' scene but is still 
under contract), they better, think again. The lady's 
manager Jay Bernsteln says his gal is ready to  
countersue the network for $40 million if she is prevented 
from working in her new movie 'Somebody Killed Her 
Husband.' Bernstein says that the show's suit would be 
ridiculous in any case because the show continues to be 
rated in TV's top five, thereby obviating any claim that 
Farrah's leave-taking caused any hardship for the series, 
the producers or the network . , .  The film 'Network' was 
less than kind to TV fo!ks, so the industry is going to tell 
its side of the story in a six-hour mini-series called 
'Television,' scripted by Howard Rodman for NBC. 
Rodman will also pen a 'Television' novel to be published 
simultaneously with the series' airing. Both will take a 
11:30 
O THETONIGHT GHOW 
11:30 • 
O g0 MINUTES Host: Peter 
Gzowskl. 
12.00 
0 roCK C~VEI"r SHOW 
12:10 
0 MOVIE "This" Earth Is 
Mine" 1959 Rock Hudson, 
Jean Simmons. (2 hrs., 30 
rain.) 
12.30 
ID CB8 LATE MOVIE (JOIN- 
ED IN PROGRE88) 
1:00 
O TOMORROW 
1:30 
OMOVIE 
~.40 
O MOVIE '~luantez" 1957 
Fred MacMurray, Dorothy 
Malone. (1 hrs., 45 rain.) 
3:.2"/ 
QNEWS 
4:20 
O IRONStDE 
NETWORKS AND STATIONS 
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
MAKE CHANGES 
T i l l : :  
Briefs 
DOG KILLED 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) - -  
A doberman pinscher 
was put to deathTuesday 
despzte threatening caUs 
warning against de- 
stroying the dog that 
mauled a three-year-old 
Thamesford, Ont., ~irl 
nine days ago. AI Smith, 
operations manager of 
the London Humane 
Society, said Monday that 
the society had been 
inundated with calls, 
some of them abusive and 
threatening. 
BALLONISTS MAKE 
PLANS 
LONDON (Reuter) - -  
Pilots Don Cameron and 
Mark Yarry announced 
Tuesday their plan to 
make the first British at- 
tempt to cross the 
Atlantic next year using a 
helium and hot air 
balloon and sealed 
capsule designed to 
ensure their survival for 
40 days if they land in the 
sea. The balloon will be 
more 'positive' view of tube types . . .  Cheryl Ladd tried 
to sneak into Studio 54 mr a little boogie the other night 
by putting her hair up. It didn't work and Charlie's 'Angel' 
was mobbed by photographers and forced to split. 
EYE ON TV: When Dick Van Dyke showed up at the CBS 
studios to begin taping a 'Carol Burnett Show,' the 
security guard didn't know who he was and refused to 
admit Dick or call anyone to check on him. Since he 
couldn't get the guard to move off the dime, Dick took 
one out of his pocket, went to a pay phone and called 
Carol to have someone let him in . . .  Wheeling and 
dealing, Rock Hudson and Lee Remlck are paired in a 
forthcoming TV mini-series called 'Wheels.' The 10-hour 
series on NBC is based on Arthur Halley's novel about 
the American auto industry. Rock plays a top exec who 
neglects his wife. Lee plays the wife, who retaliates by 
having an affair and taking up shoplifting. 
INSIDE THE TUBE: Cher has come back to Hollywood all 
smiles, even though she left husband Gregg AIIman 
behind at Silver Hill in Connecticut for further treatment, 
They had a couple of happy weeks together in New York 
and that spells reconciliation . . .  At 59, Dean Martin is 
looking remarkably oulhf01; even those graying temples 
have turned brown aga in . . ,One  of TV's superstar 
comedians faces a $3 million lawsuit brought by his 
former weight-exercise xpert who says, 'Tin tired of 
helping him to lose weight, only to have him turn around 
and give all the credit to Weight Watcher's on TV. '" . . ,  
You know of course that cute Made Osmond has been 
dating one of the "Hardy Boys,' Parker Stevenson. But 
there she was in Swenson's, lhe Westwood ice cream 
parlor, one recent night with the other one, Shaun 
Cassldy. And holding hands, too! . . .  Ed Asner of "Lou 
Grant' is on such a health kick. besides all the weight he 
took off, that he's quit smoking after 20 years of pack- 
and-a-half a day, He credits Mary Tyler Moore with 
persuading his wife Nancy to cut ciggies last year and 
then Nancy got busy on h im. . .  "'All my ex-wives know 
that within me somewhere there's a pussycat," Telly 
• Savalas confides, The star of 'Kojak' would add even 
more: "Some men cah't stand their ex-wives, and some 
ex-wives can't stand their old husbands. But all my ex- 
wives love me. They adore me and want me back! I was 
born with a romantic nature and I'll carry it to my grave. 
It's my misfortune I never stayed married. I have gorilla 
luck when il comes to women." . . .  World famed racing 
car ace Paul Newman has slarted a Tonka Toys racing 
cars collection. 
EVENING 
6:00 
~) ID  NEWS 
IBZOOM 
O:3O 
ONBCNEW8 
7:00 
O $EAI'TILE TONIGHT 
6 MUPPET SHOW 
g 8TARS ON ICE Guests; 
Suzanne Russel, Dan Henry, 
Lisa IIIsly, Cherrlll and Robble 
Rae. 
• launched from the east 7:ao 
coast of the U.S. or ONAMETHATTUNE 
Canada in late summer, II;)LAVERNEANDSHIRLEY 
1978, they said. 8 "8EARCH AND RESCUE 
"Upstream" 
WANT AGE ID RHAPSODY ON A THEME 
LOWERED BY PAGANINI 
STOCKHOLM (Reuter) 
--  The Swedish govern- 
ment asked parliament 
Tuesday to lower the age 
• -of consent for homosex- 
ual relations to 15 years 
in most cases--the same 
as for heterosexuals. At 
present he age of consent 
--for homosexuals is 18 in 
most cases. 
ON ENDANGERED 
LIST 
WASHINGTON 
(Reuter) - -  The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service 
placed a species of small 
striped water snake on its 
list of threatened wildlife 
Tuesday. The species, the 
Atlantic salt marsh 
snake, lives in brackish 
and salt water habitats on 
Florida's Atlantic coast. 
The main threat to the 
Atlantic marsh snake is 
from the continued 
destruction of its habitat~ 
by development. ~ ...... ~* 
8:00 
(B  MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
ID HAPPY DAYS In a boxing 
match arranged by Fonzle, 
Ralph Malph's pride over- 
shadows his terror when he 
gets Into the ring with a foot- 
ball bruiser, 
l~  MAN FROM ATLANTIS An 
underwater explosion traps 
Mark Harrls In the past, 
where he becomes involved 
In the feud between the 
famllles of the legendary 
Romeo and Jullet. (60 rain.) 
PLUTONIUM: AN ELE- 
MENT OF RISK 
s:20 
THE RENE SIMARD 
SHOW 
0:00 
IB  MULMGAN'S STEW 
(D M.A.G.H. Hawkeye and 
Hot Lips, grudging compa- 
nions on a special mission to 
another MASH unit, ex- 
perience a wondrous 
phenomenon under the 
stress of enemy artillery fire: 
they. discover each other 
romantically. ~(Pt: I of a two- 
part episode) 
O MULUGAN'S STEW "Ahh 
Wilderness" The Mulligan's 
three-day backpacking trip 
almost ends in tragedy when 
Jimmle wanders away from 
camp causing Adam to follow 
and they both get lost. (60 
rain.) 
O BOOKBEAT 
g:15 
O PLUTONIUM: NOR- 
THWEST ADOfTION 
9:30 
~]1 ATLANTIC PLAYGROUND 
10:05 
O POUCE WOMAN 
0 LOU GRANTSHOW 
10:30 
Eli BARNEY.MILLER 
8 MONTY PYTHGN'S FLY- 
ING CIRCIJ3 
'|1:05 
ONEWS 
8 THE NATIONAL 
OCTVNEWS 
11:05 
O MARK RUSSELL COMEDY 
SPECIAL 
11:20 
OONEWS 
11:30 
O THE TONIGHT SHOW 
0 LATINO CONSORTIUM 
11:35 
~) 00 MINUTES Host: Peter 
Gzowski. 
12:00 
O CBS LATE MOVIE • 
12:10 
O MOVIE "Lady Takes A 
Flyer" 1958 Lana Turner, Jeff 
Chandler. (2 hrs.) 
1:05 
O TOMORROW 
2.10 
a MOVIE "Two Lane 
Blacktop" 1971 James Taylor, 
Warren gates. 
2.20 
O MOVIE 
4:00 
ID N, .B~,, ,  4:i0 . . . . . . . . . . .  
O'IFtO~OE . . . . .  
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by Doug Davis 
• Glen Campbell Live at the 
Royal Festival Hall' is a two- 
record set recorded during 
his last British tour. It 
contains not only a helping of 
hils such as 'Rhinestone 
Cowboy." 'By the Time I Get 
to Phoen ix . "  'Wich i ta  
L ineman. '  'Ga lves ton . '  
'Sunflower' and 'Southern 
Nights" but also numerous 
little-known or new-round 
persona l  favor i tes  st 
Campbelrs. He also does 
medley tributes to Elvis 
Presley and Ihe Beach Boys. 
Campbell produced all but 
one song himself. 
Glen CamlN~HI 
Dotfle West. the official 
Sunshine Girl for Coca-Cola. 
per tormed at hat f t ime 
ceremonies at the 43rd 
annual meeting of the 
Un ivers i ty  of Georg ia  
Bullpups and Georgia Tech 
Babyjackets Football Game 
which was played at Grant 
Field in Atlanta. 
Proceeds tram the event 
benefit the Scottish Rite 
Hosp i ta l  to~ Cr ipp led  
Children. which is hoping to 
raise $100.000 st lhe $600.000 
it net, ds to help tmfoHunate 
handicapped children. NOW a 
complete children's hosp=tal. 
Scottish Rite wdl see 12.000 
outpatients in its 32 clinics 
and conduct 3.500 opeuations 
of all kinds m the COnlll lg 
year. 
hi conltmction with he~ visd 
to Aft,rata. Miss West was a 
guest  On WSB-TV's 'Today un 
Geo=gk~' wdh I~ost Nancy 
Scott. 
Sht' W.IS ,| SJ10Cl,lI guest  ,it 
;.I lunqht, on ill ht, r tlono~ ,It tho 
I~ospltdl ,lIof~l v, Jth Ill," 
squads of both toanls ,1rid 
~rt, st, lltt, d a qonqt, H to! tilt, 
VOUflq p, t t tont~ th, I t  
allot noon. 
Hank Thompson 
Hank Thompson, whose 
new ABC/Dot album is 
humming in the charts, has a 
Texas celebration in a whole 
three:week four of the Aggie 
State. after leaving his two- 
weeker at the Nugget in 
Sparks. Nev. 
Ray Grlff started as a 
songwriter and became a 
performer with the release of 
his first two Capitol albums 
which each contained three 
hit singles. Now this country 
singer, who also handles his 
own production, returns with 
'Raymond's Place.' which 
contains the recent hit "Cold 
Day in July • as well as the lille 
tune (currently a chart- 
climbing country hitt. Grill 
includes uptempo dance 
numbers and sonre new 
ballads. 
x,Q. 
1. What character did young Desi play in 'Here's 
Lucy'? 
2. What was Mrs. Muir 's  f irst name in 'The Ghost 
and Mrs. Muir'? 
3. Who portrayed Tarzan on TV? 
4. What was Tabitha's real first name on 
'Bewitched'?  
5. What was the name of the character that Tina 
Cole played on 'My Three Sons'?  
6. Who played the l ieutenant on 'Mod Squad'? 
7. What was the name of the character he played? 
8. Who was the star of the movie  'The Adventures 
of Marco Polo'? 
9. Who starred in the movie 'The Gunfighter'? 
10. Who was the star of 'High Chaparral'? 
11. Who portrayed the character Doris Martin on 
TV? 
12. Who starred with Sandra Dee in the movie Td 
Rather Be Rich'? 
13. What :character did Ken Berry play on 
• , 'Mayberry RFD'? 
14. What was Julia's last name on the series of the 
same name? 
15. Who played her? 
16. Who starred in the movie 'Diary of a Madman'? 
17. What were the initials of the group that Alex 
Mundy worked for? 
18. What was the name of the series Mundy is 
associated with? 
19. Whoplayed him? 
20. Who played the bumbling private eye in the 
~ movie 'KillorCure'? 
I 
sewoq,'~Jal o~ ~d~obo,o "o 
JeU0eM IJeqoH "6t aadooo ~JeD "g 
.Ie!q.L e sa~le.L II, "9t JasJD "L 
v ia  "Lt smazPUV eft!J, "g 
aO!JdlUaOU!A "gt selflnoQetleN "g 
IIOJ,l~'J uueqe!o "gt u!J:l "k 
Ja~e~ "Pt ~IY uoEI "~ 
saber we S "(~1. U,~loJeo ' "~ 
lelnoDuaqoEI "~L fl.mJO "t 
,~eo s!~oC] "tt 
WINS PRIZE 
PARIS tReuter) - -  U.S. 
Ray Gmt ~Titer Herbe j-L Lil~rman 
Donna Fargo, ~hose  was award'dld~ Fiance's 
W,vne, BrOtrlers "Shame Or1 Grand Prix de Lit- 
Mt 'c has  (1Oihlll~l tO be 
,istlamed about, s~nn~lS east terature Pollsters tcrime 
Jftt,~ some Cal~tom,a ,d novel prize) Tuesday for 
Ne~ Me,,co Uates to lds book City of the Dead. 
ho.kihl'~t' tilt' C,tp~tOI Theatre. Lieberman. born in New 
wh,,,,,,~,] w vs. l, elo,e Rochelle. New York. and tlOllltl Into C,~no~]~t, H lll tO 
~'O-II~'.|dhnt, ~n "Nt,~.~. Yolk aformer journalist on the 
Co,,lt~ ' New York Times. is the 
author of several crime 
novels. 
wednesday 
Belts MJdlel t,tkt's tilt, :~p~,th~lht pI,u. ul~.] ,t I%tzztiqAI lad% an tile 'GJfts hem 
tht' Sea' pO,~dLICtIOll ntlm[,t,! diIIln~l 'THE BETTE M D/~R,.~PECJAE.' to 
bopeso  (%';~ioo1Nt'~C TX'We,l,o,d'l~. D~¢.~.,,;-':,'.'~r: ? *' :' 
, , ,  ' " • .:.'.:~ ,~,,~,/., ~,, ~ ~. , ,o"*~' ,  
talking 
about 
TV 
PRIME TIME SCHOOL TELEVISION 
by Lynn Mills 
In recent weeks, we've heard a great deal about TV 
violence--groups of concerned parents complain about 
excessive amounts of Violence in programming. 
producers complain that the networks are censoring their 
material and overreacting to pressure groups. 
What we haven't heard a great deal about is selectNe 
viewing. We don't read every book in the library just 
because they are there. We use the library selectively. 
Why should our approach to tetevision be any different? 
Shouldn't we use "IV selectively? 
Granted. television's immediate availability makes 
selective viewing difficult but certainly not impossible. 
• Your local program listings are probably the best 
place to begin. More often than not the program listings 
are read as a guide of what to watch. Why not try using 
them as a guide of what not to watch? Let your children 
read the listing of the evening selections to the entire 
famity and then decide as a family what you are going to 
watch. 
Making viewing selections as a family altows for 
discussion about what makes a good program and. 
conversely, a bad one. Regular reading of the listings will 
also alert you to the Outstanding speciat programs which 
television has to offer. 
Television critics are also an excellent source of 
information about "'what's on." Most critics will review 
the spec:al programs and. in between specials, they will 
offer their views on television's weekly fare. You may not 
always agree with them but the critics can help you be 
more selective in your3etevision viewing. 
Finally. there may be nights--not o f ten  and 
undoubtedly with some dissent--when you decide as a 
family that "nothing good is on.'" On those nights, having 
accustomed yourselves to prime time being family time. 
you can redirect your family's attention to another 
"'togetherness" activity--reading a story, playing a 
game. going to a movie, making something. 
How much better it is then to decide to watch 
television rather than to simply watch it because "it is 
there" and you can't think of anything else ~o do. 
(lwednesda   
AFTERNOON 
S:OO 
NHL HOCKEY Atlanta vs 
Vancouver (3 hrs.) 
0:10 
I l l  ,~=~CIAL: . CARMINA 
IBURANA This is the German 
production of Carmina 
Burana. a collection of bawdy 
thirteenth century folk songs. 
iS0 min.) 
10:00 
0 BEI"rE MIDLER SPECIAL 
10:310 . . . . . .  
~ THE WATSON REPOFIT 
11:00 
ONeWS 
O THE NATIONAL 
8CTV NEWS 
ID D~(CAVErr SHOW 
11:20 
IBIINEWS 
11:80 
O THE IONIGHrr SHOW 
ID JOURNEY THROUGH 
JAPAN 
t1:~.  
gO MINUTE8 HOst: Pater 
Gzowski. 
12:.00 
(D CgS I.ATE MOVIE 
12:.10 
8 MOVIE "The Crime Club" 
1975 Robert Lansing. Scott 
Thomas. Ig0 minA 
1:00 
OTOMOR~OW 
1:40 
MOVIE "Everything But 
The Truth" 1956 Maureen O' 
Hare. John Forsythe. 11 hr.. 45 
min.) 
I MOVIE 
EVENING 
B:OO 
O NEWS 
Ozoo~ 
O:OO 
O NOCN~'~ 
IO OVER EASY 
7:00 
IB  8E~Tn.E TONIGHT 
Igl CHIPS 
i )  MACNEIL LEHRER 
REPORT 
7:OO 
O COSMIC CHFUSTMAS 
li) eurm~NO 
8:OO 
O FLINTSTONE'$ 
CHRISTMAS S~EOAL" 
8 FORTUNES Host: Carols 
Taylor, 
O EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
8:OO 
IB MU~,.,AMERA "Moses" 
The Sara Seminar Chat Folk 
Ensemble perform the story 
of Moses, in dance and song. 
0:do 
19 MAC C~VIS...I BELIEVE IN 
CHRISTM/~ 
ROME LReuter) - -  
Italy's strippers a re  
threatening to go on 
strike because ol new 
competition--television 
striptease by volunteer 
housewives with viewer 
participation. , 
• "We can't go on a go- 
slow or a work-to-rule." 
• said a strippers" leader, 
who performs under the 
name of Patty Bum Bum. 
• "so a strike might be the 
on]y answer." 
The row started on 
Friday when Tele Turin .... 
International. one of 
dozens of private stations 
operating in northern 
Italy. broadcast a late- 
evening show caned Let's 
Strip Together, 
There in the altogether 
was a ~apelv, dark- 
haired house~"ife. She' 
peeled off an item of 
clothing every time a 
male teleph(;ne caller 
gave the right answer to .  
questions ranging from 
politics to sport. 
A correct answer from 
a female viewer meant 
the housewife, her face 
masked. had to put on a 
piece of clothins. Any 
viewer identifying her 
stood to win a special 
prize. 
The station, which has 
been on the air for 15 
months and claims a 
regular audience of 
O MOWE "Dog Pound Shut- ~,=S 600,000 in Turin province. 
fie" Ron Moody, David Soul. O MOVIE "Curucu. Beast ot has been showing l~-idav 
Story of an Ex-vaudevilllan theAmazon" 1956John Brom- night striptease for 
tap dancer and his only field. Beverly Garland. 190 
fr end,,a' scruffy tap~lah;:lflg .... min.t '. nearly.a veer. L'n~ ,i~I, ,,, 
dognamedSl~'t:i2.r~sA " .. ~: : :"  ,'.,4:06. ,,i . . . . . . .  week  it I3~L~IWp,~.,~oIiM " 
~l'14F_ATIREINAMEYUC,~I,: ', ::! '~NEINI3 .... " ' St.t~pp~'~.~,~,,,~,~.%;,,~,:,,,.,,,,,,,0.,,~t)' 
thursday, 
PAUL SIMON 
SPECIAL 
Singer-composer Paul Simon, one 
of the most highly esteemed figures 
in contemporary American music, will 
star in a variety special on NBC-TV 
Thursday, Dec. 8. 
'The Paul Simon Special' will 
feature Simon in musical and comedy 
segmenls with his guests Chevy 
Chase, the Jesse Dixon Singers, Art 
Garfunkel, Charles Grodin and Lily 
Tomlin. 
A total of 13 Grammy Awards and 
the sale of millions of his records 
attest o Simon's stature as one of the 
most influential and enduring of 
popular music personalities. His 
albums (seven of which he recorded 
while part of the Simon and Garfuh'kel 
duo) and singles have earned an 
impressive 16gold records., 
Never a frequent performer on 
television even earlier in his career. 
Simon has been even more selective 
about his TV appearances in recent 
~ears. The notable exception has 
een *NBC's Saturday Night Live.' 
DENVER ' (AP)  - -  
World allaround rodeo 
champion Tom Ferguson, 
movie actor James Caan, 
fora~..; pro football 
player Walt Garrison and 
Steve Ford, son of the 
former president are 
among the cowboys 
chosen in the draft of 
~.S  for Major  League 
Fergusun was chose by 
the Denver Stars, and 
Cann and Ford were 
(~icked by the Los Angeles 
utlaws during player 
selection by the league's 
six professional teams 
Monday. 
Each 14-player team in 
the fledgling circuit will 
play a 28-match schedule 
.... starting next April. 
The teams drafted their 
first five players Mon- 
day. Anothr draft round 
is set for early January. 
SOVIET ACTOR DIES 
MOSCOW (Reuter) - -  
Veteran Soviet actor 
News 
FLORESVI~, Texas 
IAP)  - -  A seemingly 
drunken Johnny Cash 
was drives upto  the 
connty courthouse ~ 
south Texas town by a 
police officer the other, 
da~en the officer .did it 
again, and a~pdn, and 
again, until he got it 
movie, '11~ ~ and 
Eddie, !~_ of which b. 
being.made in this small 
ruehing eommunit~ 40. 
ldlometres outheast of 
San Antonio. 
Floreaville was chosen 
~ CBS to portray the metown of, two rum- 
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pleaded i n n o c e n ~  Alexei Gribov, a member 
Bnm' - - : 'e  " Single O~M'OW'SfB111ed Arts I! 'Tve always felt thatyou can have a hit country. 
misdemeanor d~e of Theatre for more than 50 x record if you include three words--jail, railroad and 
public drunkenness., years, has died here at I coffeel" , 
• Miss Phillips' was the age of 75, Tass news~ 
The movie is about he scheduled to appear for a a~ency reported' X . "We have a surprise guest onight. Police Chief 
B Ed Davis will: come out and frisk a nun for bingo attempls of a cowboy, la'oliminry hearing Jan. Tuesday. r I cards." . . ' 
played by Cash, to stop 10before MnniclpalCourt Gribov played charaete 
drinking ' and  chasing Judge Jaequeilne.Weiss. roles in .numerous films S "Joe Namath has been selected the Best 
~emeaby bmj t~a citrus I%e teen-age aebress has but made his name in ~ Dressed'Ahtlete--it's hard.to select a tie that goes 
Jran~. released Oll ~r~500 b~il, Arts Theatre prod uetionn [ with your pantyhose." 
. . A los _Angeles County of Chekhov and Gorky !~___=:___c~:===: : :  
BEVERLY . HILLS, sheriff's deputy said he plays. 
Cal~. (AP)  - -  Actress arrested Miss Phillips " 
Nackenzie Phillips, 18, shortly after midnight 
who plays the older last Wednesday after he 
daughter  on television's found her spraw]ed on a Television Special. Tomorrow Night 
OneDay at a Time series, West Hollywood street... .. . 
....... C I N C I N N A T I  
- ,. BILLY GRAHAM 0:30  . . . .  
r ,  n l  A 10:00' 
!~  ~ T  REALLY HAP~ 
EDTOTHECLA88OF'aS 
, , . . . , .  
cowboys, played by Cash 
and Bo Hopldns. June ONBCNSWS ~
Carter Cash, Cash's wife, IBONEnF.ASY 
also is in the f i lm. ~o  
I II I I  8EATIrI.E ~ L 
I I  LOVE BOAT 
IO FUNNy. FARM Guests: 
Fraddy Weller, Alan Sues. 
a M/¢NBL LEHRER 
RB~ORT 
7.30 
0 MAlrCH GAME 
Ell Amam/TUSES OF 
WONDER WOMAN Andros 
tries to persuade the In- 
terplanetary Council to grant 
him an extension of the brief 
time they have given him to 
come to earth to deal with the 
Skdll. (concluding episode; 
60 min.) 
(O NO. HONEIErLYI 
8:OO 
O OREN HFJU:ff 
IB~BURNEI ' rSHOW 
iD BEST OF FAMlUES 
8:3O 
O MY COUmN8. ON SUN- 
O~Y8 
OvmN 
9:.OO 
O PAUL81MON 8PECIAL 
O MK)VIE To Be Announced 
(2 hrs.) 
I i  CARTER COUNTRY Ch!ef 
Roy falls Into a trap when ne 
treats his negotiating session 
I i  LOOAN8 RUN when. 
I.cWm's memory of the past 
year and his role as a Runner 
vanishes with the memory 
warp administered by an alien 
society, he can't understand 
Franlcs' hostility. (80 mln.) 
10.'30 
I I  INTERNATIONAL ANIMA- 
TION FE8TNAL 
11:00 
~NL=WS 
I i  THE NATIONN. 
gClVNEWS 
11:15 
IO OICK P.,AVErT 8HOW 
11:20 
81iINEWS 
11:30 
IDTHE TONIGHTSHOW 
Q WOMANTIME AND CO. 
11:35 
ID 90 MINUTE8 Host: Peter 
Gzowekl. 
12:00 
O OBS'L~TS MO~S 
12:10 
lUi MOVIE "Thunder Bay" 1953 
James Stewart, Jeanne Dru. 
(2 hrs.) 
1:00 
OTOMORROW 
l:a0 
IDMOVIE 
~.10 
ID MOVIE "The Purple Mask" 
1955 Tony Curtis, Col leen 
Miller. (1 hrs., 45 mln.) 
:I:S0 
IDNEWS 
I b  am r im Ibs~ i l~  hM~ 
It's time to call y(~ur 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
13s.ss/! or 
with- the mayor as the ,,,, , . ,~m,,, . , . ,  ~,~, , . , , , ,  
wwi : l l l , P l  ' "  IbL I I IOr . ,  I II ' "SNU. ,U~O-C~-~OU~,  U~"  ~n~m*~'  ~ '~J~ '  ' I~ InM'P"  " r r i '  
, , ,  ~, , .  • , , . i h . _ l .~ .n . , . . . In .  ih~nat  I l r .~r .nv l~ , l l ; l~  rm~l l ,  . i~ . .  
: • • ~, ,  ~ ~,  t r l t l y  wc l  IB lmy lun~ .uu  . ,W. la~ • , • . . . . .  
L P, , i 'm ' "  ' "" 
i: 
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LOVERS ALONG THE SKEENA 
O strangers, they come and go dear 
Wait for me down by the river 
Wait for me down by the river 
Along the mighty Skeena 
There we'll stand beside the Skeena 
Holding hands in the rare contentment 
Gazing on God's amazement 
From the sky to river's edge 
To love her, the mighty Skeena 
With her heart as bold as thunder 
Males, it tide and all that wonder 
I love the Skeena as much as you 
And though there are no words dear 
To expose this happenstance" 
Or reveal this total splendor 
Of us flnifes in her trance 
All mercy and fair arrangements 
We can view in all her grandeur 
We can feel her blood's commotion 
And realize what we are meant for 
As the rocks I'm sure, don't know appeasement 
Nor the trees nor sand below 
It seems it's just our exaltation 
That makes us different than the snow 
• And the wind, it might caress us 
Or throw us limply out to sea 
Within her veins like logs and ice chunks 
Drifting with eternity 
Though we are but lust a pebble 
Positioning closely to her side 
Gaining strength to muster new day 
From her glory, grace and pride 
To oceans flow the mighty Skeena 
Never staying but always there 
Always going but never leaving 
Continuous presence in new dimension 
As we ready our departure 
And we end our rendezvous 
With each other and this enigma 
That's greater so than me and you. 
O lovers, they came and go dear 
Some returndown by the river 
Some return down by the river 
Along the mighty Skeena 
David R. Erlckson 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ill brief: (CP) - -  A woman k issed (CP) - -  l~ners in the a 10,000 painting and left Midlands have a new 
l ipstick stains on it, incentive to drink their 
causing damage that favorite beer. From now 
SPENDING IN- million overseas visitors may cost up to 700 to on, every time they down 
CREASED in the second quarter, 21- restore. Ruth Olive Van a pint of Mansfield bitter, 
LONDON (CP) -- The per-cent more than the Herpen, 43, told the they will be bolstering 
number of overseas same quarter last year, court: "I only kissed it to their pensions--the 
visitors to the United and they spent 41-per- cheer it up. It looked so National Coal Board's . 
Kingdom has continued cent more than last year. colit." The case was .pension funds have 
to increase, figures for KISS DAMAGED adjourned for three ~ought a six-percent 
the second quarter of 1~77 PAINTING weeks for psychiatric and interest in Mansfield 
show. There were 2.9 OXFORD, England social inquiry reports. Breweries. 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA R-BROILED STEA KS 
" ~ o ~ ~  FEATURE 
Char-Broiled Steak 
==~JC----"~a ~ ~" ~ ~ Includine: BAKED POTA1 O 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
I Tenderloin Steak Dinner 
l I I  jumbO Shrimp Dinner 
.,~o,oo~, 624-2621 or 624-3359 OINI~G ROOM 
& DRIVE.IN l i t  ~ve, W. at 6th St. 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
K,ng-Size Steak Dinner 
Steal, & Shrimp combo 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1.59 
The Mikeburger $1.39 
I IN IC[S  SUBJECT I"O CHANGE WITHOUT NO1"l~.[  
"-~ ")(" ~C ~t ")¢ ;f 
] 
$ 2.99 I 
$ 4.99 ] 
$ 4.39 
$ 2.99 1 
| 
WE MAKE A LOT OF THINGS ,-  Illll ~1 ; ~'~**-"~** '  ~ Tile OLD 
[ ~"rCet~ers De ,f~~~;i!, 1[ " ' '~I ' : :  ;~ sOHNITzEL' ] bbie ~- ! : ........... : ~:'. HOUSE 
mZ~.aKFaST-  TU~.S. - F ro , .  ; ~-~O~ 
Owners ~- ......... i DINNER - TUES. - FRI. - 5PM-IOPM 
J 6a§-1100 CLOS~.D MONDAY 
TAKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME I IIII KALUMMOTEL TERRACE 
I -r ~r ~¢ ~¢- ~¢.......-~e;;~ll (IN£ERNATIONAL CUISINE) Hwy. 16 W. 
")(' 1(" ")(" ")(" ~(" ")(" J 1 
,ll LAKELSE @ 
. . . . . .  , ,.,,..., :..~., :~:., ~., 
;;::;;~;~;e,.T:::,~?';~::,°;'2'o~o~': lillL THE PLACE FOR 31L #telr ~ l l l l l I L  I1'I~,~, 111 
682-1831 FREE PARKING , PR IVATE PART IES  " r 
~EE Reservations- ' ( :AT . I • II, ERING 1}Jr % I '  ;Z  ,I 
oo~o,.,~o I~111 DANCING s , , c ,  , v , , . , ,~ ,  IIII RESTAURANT "~'~ III 
Owned & Operated ' ~ ~ JJ ¢ ~J 
i 0 1,1 HECTORS , - . , , c ,  .ooo :l 
l ~e St. Vancouver, B.C. I i I[ INTERNATIONAL CUISINE IIIL l0 a.m. to l a.m. Monday .  Saturday I I I  1 
I Sngli~ Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop Ii Ir MO. -SAT .  $ PM-  11 PM ~ ~ 11 a.rn. to 10 p.m. Sunday ~ I I 
I atouruoor and Take You Anywhere ln • UI I I  _ I I I I  I ' ' I 1 . 1  I I I  l . aa .a l l .a l  Ill I ! ,,.c,, For The Price Of A Bus ticket I~1[ Now 638.8141 J~ YHUHI~ l i a l ) - § l  11  Jl I 
I [1[ 462o Lakelse Avenue lilt 4642 Lazelle West of OFTK '::,::111 I 
